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ABSTRACT
The purpose of the FIREMAP system is to simulate fire
behavior in a spatially nonuniform environment given a set
of environmental conditions. This system integrates a fire
behavior prediction system (BEHAVE) and a Geographic
Information System (Map Analysis Package) in a framework
that allows simulation of the actual spread of a fire over a
digital elevation model, overcoming some of the spatial
limitations of Rothermel's fire spread model. The
simulations are done in discrete time steps and the areas
burned displayed on maps, FIREMAP also predicts fireline
intensity, heat per unit area, effective windspeed, flame
length and direction of maximum spread, in the same way as
BEHAVE, but provides mapped outputs.
This work describes the conceptualization and
development of FIREMAP, as well as its potential usefulness
and limitations. One verification test was done by comparing
predicted areas burned with observed areas burned from an
actual fire.
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INTRODUCTION

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
Forest management and planning is a multiobjective
task. Fire will impact the potential resource outputs and it
is one of the many factors that have to be considered and
addressed, depending on context and goals. From a planning
viewpoint, we must be able to predict the consequences of
site-specific management actions on the fire potential
(areas burned and intensity) and on the area of concern.
Current techniques in fire behavior prediction and modeling
fire predictions are limited to homogeneous cover types
(Albini 1976, Anderson 1982,1983, Rothermel 1972,1983),
where other driving variables, such as weather and
topography, are assumed to be uniform over the same area.
These models, therefore, are unable to

deal with the

different spatial combinations of vegetation which a
management alternative might consider and cannot be easily
applied to heterogeneous environments. The problem of
spatial/temporal variability of the driving variables has
not been frequently considered in fire modeling, and this is
what FIREMAP tries to address.
This work consists of two parts: the first describes
the conceptualization of FIREMAP and the main ideas behind
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its development ? the second part consists of a comparison
between model predicted fire characteristics to observed
fire characteristics from an actual fire. The model was run
two months after the fire occurred and, hence, the
conditions were not controlled to fully meet the model's
assumptions. Nevertheless the results obtained provide a
good basis for possible future work.
All the techniques and software utilized in this system
can be modified later for better performance, the main
concern at this point is the concept development and
testing.

FIREMAP - GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The objective of FIREMAP is to simulate the
consequences of hypothesized changes in vegetation
composition, density and combinations of both on the fire
potential (area burned and fire intensity) in well known
ecosystems. FIREMAP may be used as a surrogate laboratory to
estimate or predict the impact of deliberate changes on
manageable 1control1 variables enabling alternative
scenarios to be generated and

"what if?' analyses.

FIREMAP was designed mainly as a prescriptive tool but
can also be used in predicting fire behavior for "on site"
situations when time effects have to be analyzed. It will
estimate fire characteristics in a spatially nonuniform

environment and will simulate the spread of a fire in
discrete time steps displaying areas burned on maps.
The development of this simulation tool consisted of
integrating a fire behavior and fuel modeling system
BEHAVE, with a Geographic Information System -MAP-. Only .
one of the modules in BEHAVE will be addressed, the DIRECT
module, that calculates a series of fire characteristics
using Rothermel's fire spread model.
The integration of these two tools is needed to
overcome some of the spatial and temporal limitations
inherent to the fire model, which limit its applicatiori to
uniform conditions, and make it unsuitable for solving the
stated problem. The approach proposed here does not violate
the model's assumptions and provides a method of simulating
the actual spread of a fire on the terrain. With the GIS
capabilities, three dimensional displays of the terrain are
available and the areas burned for each time step can be
visualized. This provides an excellent basis for better
communication.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FIREMAP SYSTEM
CONCEPTUALIZATION OF FIREMAP
The basis of FIREMAP is Rothermel's model for
predicting fire spread in wildland fuels. This is a
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mathematical model where the input requirements consist of
physical and chemical descriptors of fuel and the
environmental conditions in which it is expected to burn
(Rothermal 1972). Conceptually, Rothermal1s model estimates
the quasi-steady state linear rate of spread of the flaming
front (Fujioka 1985). Andrews (1980) reports favorable
statistical comparisons between model-predicted and observed
rates of spread when burning conditions are uniform.
Nonuniform fuels, weather and topography over an area
complicate the rate of spread estimations because the model
assumes that the descriptors are uniform over the interval.
To deal with spatial nonuniformity in any combination of
these variables one must first partition the field into
homogeneous units. This partitioning allows the use of the
spread model within each unit (Fujioka 1985). Spatial
variation over an area and its partitioning in relatively
small regular units suggest the use of a raster based
Geographic Information System (GIS).
GIS provides for storage, display and processing of
spatial data. Particularly, in a raster based GIS, spatial
data are stored in a grid structure (an array) where each
grid cell corresponds to a uniform parcel of land. Cells are
spatially located by row and column and cell size depends on
the resolution required. The less uniform the area the
smaller the cells considered. Within this environment
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(uniform parcels of land) Rothermel1s fire model can be
utilized respecting all the assumptions.
According to Fons (1946) the advance of a flaming front
can be thought of as a series of ignitions with the heat of
the fire raising successive strips of fuel to ignition
temperature (Rothermel 1983) through a spatial contagion
process. To simulate this dynamic process one can use the
processing capabilities of a GIS.

Cartographic modeling

provides, a mathematical structure for expressing the
relationships within and among map overlays by sequential
processing of mathematical fundamental operations plus maps,
and a common data base to store intermediate results (Berry
1986). Of the processing capabilities the distance functions
(Tomlin 1986) can be useful for modeling the spread of a
fire. These functions deal with the measurement of either
straight or weighted distances allowing simulation of
movement (like the spread of fire) on a previously computed
surface of 'frictions' defined as the rate at which the fire
spreads from one cell to neighbor cells, given a certain
direction.
The concepts presented above are implemented in
FIREHAP, though only to a limited extent. If the system
proves to be worthwhile the same line of thought can be used
to improve its capabilities, and to overcome some of the
limitations it has in this first phase of development.
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MODEL DEVELOPMENT TOOLS
The BEHAVE system
The BEHAVE system, a fire prediction and fuel modeling
system was developed by the Intermountain Fire Sciences
Laboratory in Missoula, Montana, and draws together the
state of the art in fire prediction technology (Andrews
1986). Many of the mathematical prediction models it
contains have been available for application in other forms.
BEHAVE consists of two subsystems: the fuel modeling
subsystem, FUEL, and the fire behavior subsystem, BURN. FUEL
allows the elaboration of customized fuel models and
consists of two programs, NEWMDL and TSTMDL. The BURN
subsystem is used for predicting fire behavior, and
currently consists of one program, FIRE1, divided into 6
modules. Of these only DIRECT will be utilized in FIREMAP.
DIRECT computes the rate of spread and intensity of a
fire, based on Rothermel1s fire spread model. The input
requirements for DIRECT are:
-fuel model
-1-H fuel moisture (%) (0 to .25 inch diameter fuels)
-10-h fuel moisture(%) (.25 to 1 inch diameter fuels)
-100-H fuel moisture(%) (1 to 3 inch diameter fuels)
-live herbaceous moisture(%)
-live woody moisture(%)
-midflame windspeed (mi/h)
-slope(%)
-wind direction (degrees clockwise from uphill)
The outputs are:
-rate of spread (ch/h)
-heat per unit area (BTU/ft2)
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-fireline intensity (BTU/ft/s)
-flame length (ft)
-reaction intensity (BTU/ft2/min)
-effective windspeed (mi/h)
Rate of spread can be calculated for directions other
than the direction of maximum spread, however, this option
is not currently used in FIREMAP. Nevertheless, the addition
of this option is very simple and can be done later.

Rothermel fire spread model; assumptions and limitations
This mathematical model was designed to predict the
spread of a fire, therefore, it describes the fire behavior
ia the flaming front (Andrews 1986) in an environment
specified by fuel, weather and topography descriptors
(Fujioka 1985). Rothermel (1972) grouped the necessary input
parameters in the following manner:
1. Fuel particle properties
Heat content
Mineral content
Particle density
2. Fuel array arrangement
Loading by size class— living and dead
Mean size within each class
Mean depth of fuel
3. Environment related values
Wind velocity
Fuel moisture content
Slope
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Measuring these fuel properties is too slow for
wildfire predictions (Rothermel 1983), Since 1972 field work
has been done to assemble fuel properties and relate them to
observable site characteristics

these predescribed fuel

arrangements, tailored to the vegetation found in the field,
are called fuel models. There are 13 NFFL (Northern Forest
Fire Laboratory, recently renamed Intermountain Fire
Sciences Laboratory) fuel models available and they
represent most of the situations one is likely to encounter.
Each fuel model contains all the numerical values required
by the fire spread model (Rothermel 1983). The report by
Anderson (1982) can be used to help choose the most
appropriate fuel model representing the area where fire
spread is to be predicted.
The primary driving force in the calculations is the
dead fuel less then 1/4 inch in diameter, the fine fuels
that carry the fire. Fuels larger than 3 inches in diameter
are not included in the calculations at all (Andrews 1986).
The model describes fire spreading through surface
fuels (up to 6 feet and contiguous to the ground), that are
often classified as grass, brush, litter or slash. It is not
applicable to crown fires (Rothermel 1972) where fire
spreads from tree to tree independently of the surface fuel
(Andrews 1986). An exception can be made for brush fields,
such as chamise, that are characterized by many stems and
A.
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foliage and are reasonably contiguous to the ground, making
it suitable for modeling as a surface fire (Rothermel
1972)o This model can identify conditions severe enough for
crowning and spotting. It cannot be applied to ground fires
such as smoldering duff or fires in peat bogs (Andrews,
1986)
Rothermel's model is primarily intended to describe
fires advancing steadily, away from the source of ignition.
Special care should be taken in applying predictions to
prescribed fire where the behavior is affected by the
pattern of ignition (Rothermel and Rinehart 1983; Andrews
1986). The method can be used to predict the behavior of
some prescribed fires, such as those where strip head firing
ignition techniques are used. Many managers use the model as
an indication of potential severity of prescribed fires
(Rothermel and Rinehart 1983). Unplanned ignitions that are
allowed to burn because they meet fire prescriptions
criteria (Andrews and Rothermel 1982) come closest to
matching a wildfire situation and are better predicted by
the model.
Fuel, moisture, wind and slope are assumed to be
constant during the time the predictions are to be applied
(Rothermel 1972, 1983, Rothermel and Rinehart 1983, Andrews
1986). Fires almost always burn under nonuniform conditions
and therefore both the fuel model and the length of the
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projection must be carefully chosen. The more uniform the
conditions the longer the projection time can be (Andrews
1986).

The Basic Equations of the Fire Model
The Rate of Spread Equations
The formulas used in Rothermel's fire spread model are
numerous and complicated, and it is beyond the objective of
this work to fully explain them. However, an understanding
of the basic relationships is useful and makes
interpretation of the results easier.
The final form of the rate of spread equation derived
by Rothermel (1972) is:
ir
+ 0w + 0s)
R = ----------------P b e Gig
Where:
R
is the forward rate of spread of the flaming front
(ft/min)
Ir is the reaction intensity (BTU/ft^/min)
%
is the propagating flux ratio (dimensionless)
0W wind coefficient (dimensionless)
0S slope factor (dimensionless)
Pb bulk density (lb/ft3)
e
effective heating number (dimensionless)
Qiqheat of pre-ignition of the fuel (BTU/lb)

(1)
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This equation shows that the rate at which the fire spreads
is a ratio of the heat received by the potential fuel ahead
of the fire to the heat required to ignite this fuel (Burgan
and Rothermel 1984),
Reaction intensity is a measure of the energy release
rate, per unit area of combustion. It is affected by the
size of the individual fuel particles, the compactness of
the fuel bed, the moisture content of the fuel, and by the
chemical composition of the fuel (Burgan 1987; Burgan and
Rothermel 1984). This last parameter is considered to be the
same for all fuel types„ The value for the reaction
intensity is given by a complex equation that interelates
all the mentioned parameters and involves several
calculation steps with intermediate values. It can be
represented by the following function:

Ir = f (<S,a,w,Hc,Hx)

(2)

where:
S
a
w
Hx
He

fuel depth
characteristic surface-area to volume ratio
ovendry fuel loading
moisture content of extinction
fuel particle moisture content

given by
the fuel
model

The propagating flux (|-) is the portion of the total
heat release rate from a fire which is transferred and
absorbed by the fuel ahead of the fire, raising its
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temperature to ignition. This factor is necessary because
the reaction intensity is the total heat release rate per
unit area of the fire front in all directions, not just the
direction of the adjacent potential fuel (Burgan and
Rothermel 1984). This parameter is calculated under no slope
and no wind conditions and it is a function of fuel
characteristics only:
^=f(cj,w,<S)

(3)

The factor (1 + 0W + <ps ) in equation 1 accounts for
wind and slope influences. The wind coefficient (0W ) is
affected by the fuel characteristic surface-area to volume
ratio ( a ) , the packing ratio (a function of ovendry fuel
loading, w, and fuel depth, 6 ), and windspeed (U). Wind
generally increases fire spread rate and intensity because
of improved radiant and convective heat transfer and oxygen
flow (Burgan 1987), but there is a limit to this effect and
very high windspeeds may actually reduce the rate of spread.
Although the model does not predict reduced spread rates at
high windspeeds, it does identify when maximum spread is
reached (Burgan and Rothermel 1984).
The slope coefficient (<ps ) is affected by the slope
steepness (tan <p) and the packing ratio of the fuel bed
(f(w,6)). As the slope increases from 0%, where it does not
affect the rate of fire spread, to larger values, the rate
of spread steadly increases. The mechanism producing this
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effect is the same as for wind; the heat transfer efficiency
is improved because the flames are closer to unburned fuels.
In Rothermal1s model slope and wind effects are taken into
account without considering the interactions between them,
however, in BEHAVE, this interaction is considered and a
value of effective windspeed is utilized when calculating
rate of spread, fireline intensity and flame length.
Bulk density (P^) , a measure of the amount of fuel, is
determined by dividing the fuel load by the fuel bed depth.
The effective heating number (e) is a measure of the
proportion of a fuel particle that is heated to ignition
temperature at the time flaming combustion starts. This
proportion depends on the size of the fuel particle.
The heat of preignition (Qig)quantifies the amount of
heat required to raise the temperature of 1 lb of moist wood
from ambient temperature to the temperature at which it will
ignite. The moisture content of the wood strongly affects,
in a direct proportion relationship, the amount of heat
required to dry the fuel particle (Burgan and Rothermel
1984). The amount of heat required to raise 1 lb of dry wood
from ambient to ignition temperature is reasonably constant
and can be calculated in advance.

Calculation of Intensity Values:
The intensity values given by the fire model are
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interrelated and can be derived from each other. They are:
reaction intensity,a direct output of Rothermel1s model;
fireline intensity, defined by Byram (1959); flame length,
directly related to fireline intensity; and heat per unit
area, obtained from the reaction intensity value and the
flame residence time (defined by Anderson 1969). The flame
residence time is directly dependent on the surface-area to
volume ratio of the fuel bed (a). In short, from the
reaction intensity (Ir) , and surface-area to volume ratio of
the fuel bed (a) all intensity values can be derived:
h a

- heat per unit area (BTU/ftJ)
- reaction intensity (BTU/ft/m)

= Ipt

(4)

t = 384/a

t

I = HaR/60

i - fireline intensity (BTU/ft/s)
heat per unit area (BTU/ft /m)
h a ~
R - rate of spread (ft/m)

(6)

Fl = .45I'46

f l"

flame length (ft)
I - fireline intensity (BTU/ft/s)

(7)

- residence time (min)

(5)

For more details on the theoretical basis and
mathematical formulas of this model see Andrews and
Rothermel (1982), Burgan and Rothermel (1984), Rothermel
(1972, 1983), Rothermel and Rinehart (1983), and Burgan
(1987) .
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Map Analysis Package (MAP)
MAP is a raster based GIS designed to run on IBM and
compatible microcomputers. It has a grid cell data structure
in which map information is stored as numeric values in
arrays, each cell representing an uniform parcel of land
located within the overall rectangular grid (Berry and
Reed,1987)= The row and column indices of the grid identify
the position of each grid cell.
MAP provides for storage, processing and display of
cartographic data allowing for input in the form of grid
cells, digitized points, lines or polygons. The processing
capabilities consist of spatial data base management,
spatial statistics and cartographic modeling.
Cartographic modeling is based on a mathematical
framework of primitive map-analysis operations analogous to
those of traditional statistics and algebra, that are as
flexible as conventional mathematics in expressing
relationships among variables - but here, the variables are
maps (Berry 1986). The approach uses sequential processing
of mathematical operations plus maps and a common database
to store intermediate results (Berry 1986). Table 1
summarizes the MAP operations utilized in the FIREMAP
system.
To make the simulation process in FIREMAP more clear
the spread operation in MAP must be understood. As Tomlin
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(1986) explains in the MAP manual the spreadl operation
creates an output overlay by measuring the shortest distance
to each point from any of a selected set of points,
Distances are measured between point centers and can be
calculated in either of two ways. The first involves units
such as feet or meters, expressed in terms of grid spaces
rounded to the nearest integer. The second involves units
such as minutes, dollars, gallons of fuel, or levels of
environmental impact. In this case the number of "distance"
units per grid space may vary from one point to another.
Distance is calculated by repeatedly moving to adjacent
neighbors and accumulating distance increments. This is done
such that each point's accumulated distances is ultimately
computed as the minimum sum of one of its neighbor's
accumulated distances and its own incremental distance
multiplied by 1.4142 if the neighbor involved is diagonally
adjacent. This distance accumulating process can also be
limited to upward or downward directions over a 3dimensional surface.
Table 1 summarizes all MAP operations utilized in
FIREMAP.
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TABLE 1

MAP Operations
Description

Operations

Commands

compute new values
on a point by point
basis

recode
cross

compute new values
as a function of
neighborhood

differentiate
orient
spread

measure slope
measure aspect
measure proximity

transform data

label

assigns user
specified labels

data input

point

assigns user
specified values
to points

assign new values
assign hew values
to a combination
of old values

FIREMAP STRUCTURE AND INTERFACE
There are three main sections in FIREMAP. The first
section generates the input overlays required to run the
fire model, the second runs the fire model and creates the
output overlays that store the values describing fire
characteristics for each cell in the data base, and the
third section consists of the actual simulation of the fire
spread

for the given conditions. This third section may

include 3-dimensional displays of the area burning for any
time steps considered. The structure of FIREMAP is
illustrated in figure 1.
FIREMAP requires a grid cell map data base of the study

IS

M&P AMALYSIS PACKAGE
- load data base
- create derived maps
(aspect, slope, ..„)
- create input overlays
for the fire model

FIREMAP»PROGRAM
- read maps as arrays
- calculate fire characteristics for each array
element
- write output arrays

- read arrays as maps
- simulate wind direction
- simulate spread in time
steps
- create maps with simulation
results
rearrange
Figure 1: FIREMAP structure
area consisting of an altitude overlay, a vegetation overlay
and an overlay displaying the roads. From the first two maps
all the

input overlays necessary to run the fire model can

be obtained by using some simple MAP operations and weather
data from the closest meteorological station.

FIRST SECTION;
The required input overlays are obtained by using
appropriate processing operations in MAP along with weather
data within a framework described by Rothermel (1983).
Descriptions of all the steps needed to obtaining correct
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input for a situation are given. Here, the same rules are
utilized with grid mapped data, to account for all
situations in the study area, given a certain day of the
year and hour of the day.
As shown in figure 2,the first step consists of
creating a fuel models overlay, where each cell of the
vegetation map is assigned a fuel model number (from the 13
available) depending on the vegetation type it contains.
This is done by using a reclassification operation (recode
Table 1). From the elevation overlay, slope and aspect
overlays are created, slope is a required input but, along
with aspect, it also is a base for preparation of other
input overlays. To get a midflame windspeed overlay it is
necessary to know the exposure of each cell which is
obtained from slope and vegetation overlays. Midflame
windspeed is then created using the tables in Rothermel
(1983) and, again, reclassification operations of MAP. Wind
direction (degrees clockwise from uphill) is based on aspect
and on the direction of 20-ft winds (if they exist and are
likely to surface). The moisture overlay required in FIREMAP
is obtained by following the "Guidelines for fine dead fuel
moisture calculations worksheet" in Rothermel (1983). It is
based on weather data, month, time of the day, aspect, slope
and elevation.
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VEGETATION

ALTITUDE

ASPECT

cross
EXPOSE

cross
FUELS

WINDIRE

ASP/SLOP

cross
MDFWS

cross
MQI STUPE

Figure 2: Flowchart for section 1

SECOND SECTION;
Each map cell can be thought of as an array element
that is associated with an eight dimensional vector
containing the input requirements of the fire model. This
section consists of a program that reads maps as arrays,
calculates fire characteristics for each array element and
writes those output values to correspondent overlays. There
will be one overlay for each of the 8 outputs of DIRECT;
these are kept in the data base and later used to simulate
the spread of fire.
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Figure 3: Using CIS as a data base
The program written to accomplish this section's
objectives uses standard FORTRAN 77 and consists of 13
subroutines and a main program. Its structure allows for
easy

addition of other modules

for

better performance.

The program includes subroutines that were taken directly
from the BEHAVE system with some minor modifications
(subroutines SETUP, SPREAD and VECTOR); these are the ones
that do the mathematical calculations to determine rate of
spread, fireline intensity, heat per unit area, flame
length, reaction intensity, effective windspeed and
direction of maximum spread. The same procedure can be
followed later to couple other prediction capabilities of
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BEHAVE with spatial simulation techniques available within a
GIS environment. Figure 4 illustrates the structure of the
program.

QUIT
LIST

( START

CHANGE
RUN
INPUT

C STOP

LISTMP

>
INPUT

INMP
RUNMP
OPEN

WRITEMP

SETUP

SPREAD

VECTOR

Figure 4: Program Structure

For the module presently running (corresponding to the
DIRECT module of BEHAVE) , subroutine DIREMP is a driving
subroutine that, depending on the input keyword, directs
commands to the appropriate section. Subroutine INMP is the
input subroutine where the names of the overlays storing
fuels, moisture conditions, windspeed, wind direction and
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slope information are asked, LISTMP list the names given,
and, if necessary, changes can be made. After all input
overlay names are correct RUNMP controls the subroutines
that open and read the map files (OPEN and READMP), do the
computations (SETUP, SPREAD, and VECTOR), save the results
(SAVEMP) and write them in the proper format (WRITE), to be
read as maps by the Map Analysis Package.
A small separate module was written to automatically
compute the time each cell takes to be burned based on the
rate of spread and on the time units (in minutes) chosen.
Time units can have decimal places (i.e, 1 time unit = 1,5
min). The tables of conversion are written to an output file
which is very helpful when running the simulation with MAP.
Appendix 1 illustrates a run of this program and the source
code is available in appendix 2.

THIRD SECTION:
After running the program described, the map data base
of the study area will consist of all the land data, the
derived input overlays for the fire model, and the output
overlays (rate of spread, fireline intensity, heat per unit
area, effective windspeed and direction of maximum spread).
Simulation of a fire spreading in the given conditions
can now be undertaken using MAP operations.
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recode
FRICTION

SOURCE
spread

spread SOURCE
spread SOURCE
spread SOURCE

<0
TIME=10

to 10 over SURF through FRICTION
to 20 over SURF through FRICTION
to 30 over SURF through FRICTION
------- >

---- --- *

TIME=20

TIME=30

Figure 5: Flowchart for section 3

The first step is to choose a source (or sources) of
ignition, a point or set of points from which the shortest
"distance" in time units is going to be measured until the
time chosen for the simulation is accumulated. This is done
by using a point operation which creates an overlay (SOURCE)
with the point(s) or line(s) of ignition. The second step
consists of simulating wind direction by assuming that the
wind is consistently blowing in the same direction (this
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assumption can be later relaxed as explained in the
Discussion section) an overlay with a constant inclination
in the direction of the wind is created (SURF). The distance
function utilized, the spread! operation described on page
10, is used downward over this surface, through an overlay
(TIME) that has assigned to each grid cell the number of
time units that a fire with the given conditions would take
to consume it. This is calculated with the rate of spread
and size of each cell in the FIREMAP program and the results
are tabulated in the output file from the subroutine SIMULA.
Using this distance accumulating process downward (Tomlin
1986) in the wind direction fire spreads preferentially
through the "least cost path," corresponding to the cells
taking the least time to be consumed by that fire. This
process continues to the point where the pre-defined
simulation time is accumulated.
The other output overlays (heat per unit area, fireline
intensity, effective windspeed, flame length, reaction
intensity and direction of maximum spread) give useful
mapped information about the characteristics of the fire in
each of the grid cell units. Because the fire model predicts
characteristics of the fire in the flaming front, the
information is valid only when the fire is still burning on
that cell. After the fire spreads to a new cell, nothing can
be said about smoldering fires.

MODEL APPLICATION
This section consists of a verification of FIREMAP. The
predictions obtained are compared with a real fire
occurrence and the outputs from several runs of BEHAVE.
All batch commands utilized in creating the input
overlays, running the simulation, and creating output
overlays are displayed in Appendix 3. An example of a
FIREMAP program run is displayed in Appendix 2.

Ivins Canyon Fire
The fire data utilized are taken from fire that
occurred in Ivins Canyon between the 10th and the 14th of
June, 1988. Ivins Canyon is located in the Spotted Mountain
area, of the White Mountains in east-central Arizona.
Altitudes range from 5700 to 7000 ft with main exposures to
the East, Northeast, and Southwest on steep slopes. The
average annual precipitation in this part of the state is
18.42 inches and the average snow fall is 19.80 inches
(depth); the average daily minimum and maximum temperatures
are 21.3 °F and 90.3 °F in January and July, respectively.
June, though not the warmest month, is the peak of the fire
season. It is the driest month of the year with 0.45 inches
average precipitation and average minimum and maximum
temperatures of 50 °F and 80.3 °F, respectively. Climate
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records show a drying trend from April to June with
relatively more humidity in July and August.
The vegetative cover in the Ivins Canyon area consists
of 3 main types: pine stands (Pinus pgnderosa) with variable
crown and understory densities, pine-douglas fir stands
(Pinus ponderosa-Pseudotsuaa menziesii), and pinyon-juniper
Pinus edulis - Junioerus sp. The area is under commercial
timber management and was harvested recently. Slash left on
the ground is light and sparse. The understory of the pine
stands is mainly of two types: open with few shrubs and a
relatively uniform layer of surface needles, and brush with
some Gambel oak (Ouercus gambelii) in low quality

pine

stands where the crown density of pine is just above 10%. In
the pine-douglas fir stands there is a compact layer of
short needles and twigs and new growth is primarily douglas
fir.
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METHODOLOGY

Study Approach
The fire contours showed in figure 8 correspond to the
areas burned during the four days, between the 10th and the
14th of June, For the purpose of this study, only the large
area burned during the 11th is considered (figure 8). The
reasons are:
- There was spotting in other areas and FIREMAP does
not currently account for this.
- The weather information available is more complete
for this period and the relationship to the time
intervals being considered is better.
- Moisture correction tables are more complete for
the daytime period.
- The wind was blowing consistently, which is one of
basic model assumptions.
- The fire burned free most of the time, contrary to
containment efforts undertaken in other areas.
Delays caused by containment activities can not be
predicted at this time.
- The slopes, although not ideal for the model's
capabilities, were closer to the desired values.
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The time period considered in the simulation is from 3
p.m<> to 8 p.m. on June 11 and the time steps are 60 minutes
each. Weather information is used to update input overlays
at each of the five time steps.
All simulations made with FIREMAP assume that fire
spreads in the same direction from every cell and in the
direction of the wind, allowing for changes only between
time steps. If a change in wind direction is considered, it
will be changed for every cell of the data base. This is the
reason why topographic variability should not be very high
on the study area. When slopes are very steep and aspects
varied, the wind patterns can be complicated and the
predictions become more unreliable.
The study followed the three section procedure
described described in figure 1 and a qualitative comparison
of the simulation results with the observed fire was made.

Input Overlays
The input overlays are derived from a set of base maps
that are obtained by following the procedure described on
figure 2.
The base map themes are topography, stream channels,
timber type, harvested areas, and fire contours, for an area
of nine square miles with a scale of 1:12000.

These
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overlays were obtained through the use of MAPIT, a
digitizing package available at the the School of Renewable
Natural Resources, the University of Arizona. The process
consisted of digitizing hard copies of the themes and
griding the digitized files for the Map Analysis Package.

ELEVATION

(feet)
5 6 0 0 -5 8 8 0 *
5 8 0 0 -6 0 6 0 H I 6403-6630 E3
6 6 0 0 -6 2 0 0 ® 6 6 0 0 -6 8 0 0 EH
6 2 0 0 - 6 4 0 0 * 6 8 0 0 -7 0 0 0 EH

WATER

stream channels

Figure 6: Base maps ELEVATION and WATER
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Pinyon-Jimiper
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Pine Douglas Fir
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Harvested Areas

Figure 7: Base maps VEGETATION and HARVEST
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AREAS BURNED

FIRE

AREAS BURNED
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before 6/11 13:00
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Figure 8: Base map FIRE

(1) Line of fire containement
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The grid has 75 rows by 76 columns and each square cell
corresponds to 1 acre on the ground (208ft X 208ft). The
base maps created are: ELEVATION, WATER, VEGETATION,
HARVEST, and FIRE (figures 6-8).
To obtain the input overlays for the fire model several
derived overlays had to be created by using MAP operations
explained in table 1, following the procedure shown in
figure 2.
The overlays SLOPE, ASPECT, FUELS, ASP/SLOPE, and
EXPOSE remain constant during the simulation procedure,
since they are weather independent. The assignment of fuel
types to the different vegetative covers is shown on table
2, and it is based on comparisons of vegetation with photo
guides (Anderson, 1982). Fuel model 11 corresponds to the
commercial areas harvested by partial cutting, during the
years of 1985 through 1988. This model is appropriate for a
light fuel loading of slash intermixed with herbaceous
material, where there is shading from the overstory. Fuel
model 9 corresponds to pine stands with crown density of 30%
or more, and applies to long needle conifer stands that are
fairly closed. Pine stands with crown density lower than 30%
correspond to fuel model 5 which is appropriate for brushy
understory types. Fuel model 8 is assigned to pine-douglas
fir stands, since it corresponds to canopy stands of shortneedle conifers where the fire is carried by a compact
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litter layer of needles and occasionally twigs.
TABLE 2
Fuel Model Assignments
NFFL
Fuel
Model

5

Timber
Type
P

44

NP
PD
NPD
H
JC

44
44
44

PD
8

9

11

Crown
Density

32-43
32-43

P

33-43

NP
NPD

32-43
32-43

areas harvested

Fuel Model*
Values
Total fuel,< 3-inch,
tons/acre: 3.5
Dead fuel load, 1/4 inch
tons/acre: 1.0
Live fuel load, foliage
tons/acre: 2.0
Fuel bed depth, feet: 2.0
Total fuel,< 3-inch
tons/acre: 5.0
Dead fuel load, 1/4 inch
tons/acre: 1.5
Live fuel load, foliage
tons/acre: 0
Fuel bed depth, feet: 0.2
Total fuel,< 3-inch
tons/acre: 3.5
Dead fuel load, 1/4 inch
tons/acre: 2.9
Live fuel load, foliage
tons/acre: 0
Fuel bed depth, feet: 0.2
Total fuel,< 3-inch
tons/acre: 11.5
Dead fuel load, 1/4 inch
tons/acre: 1.5
Live fuel load, foliage
tons/acre : 0
Fuel bed depth, feet: 1.0

Timber Types: P-pine, PD-pine-douglas fir, N-noncommercial
H-hardwoods, JC-pinyon juniper.
Crown Density: First digit-overstory, second digitunderstory : 2- 50% to 69%, 3- 30% to 49%, 4- 10% to 29%
* From Anderson (1982)
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ASP/SLOP is an intermediate overlay necessary to
compute the fuel moisture correction factors. The values
assigned correspond to different combinations of aspect and
slope. Only four aspect values are considered: N, S, E and
w.

EXPOSE is obtained through assignment of values of
exposure (1-exposed,2-partially sheltered, 3-sheltered) to
combinations of slope and fuel models, as shown in table 3.
The methodology followed has been established by Rothermel
(1983).
The next step consists of creating the weather
dependent overlays. Since the simulation is run for a time
period of five hours, with time steps of 60 minutes, an
updated version of midflame windspeed (MOWS), wind direction
(WIND), and one-hour fuel moisture (MOIST) has to be created
for each step.

TABLE 3
Exposure Assignments
EXPOSE

FUEL MODEL

SLOPE

1
(exposed)

11
5

all
0-30%

2
(partial
shelter)

8
9
5

0-30% & >60%
0-30% & >60%
>30%

3
(sheltered)

8
9

30-60%
30-60%
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The weather information available from the fire camp
does not coincide exactly with the time periods established
for the simulation, nevertheless the best approximation
possible was used.
Table 4 shows the values of midflame windspeed (miles
per hour) assigned to each cell depending on its exposure
for the three wind speed conditions related to the five
hours studied. MDWS1 is valid from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., MDWS2
from 5 p.m. to 6 p.m., and MDWS3 from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
The overlays MOIST contain the information on 1-h fuel
moistures which are responding to the relative humidity, dry
bulb temperature, exposure, slope, hour of the day, month of
the year and difference in altitude between the point of
measurement of these values and the point on the terrain.
Since weather measurements were taken at the fire camp and
differences in altitude do not exceed 1000 ft, this last
factor does not have to be considered. The relative humidity
and dry bulb temperature are the entries on the tables that
establish the reference fuel moistures (Rothermel 1983).
These values are constant for the entire data base, only
changing when the temperature and relative humidity vary.
The moisture correction values that have to be added to the
reference fuel moisture, vary spatially because they are
dependent, not only on month and time of the day, but also
on aspect, and slope (ASP/SLOP).
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TABLE 4
Midflame Windspeed (miles/hour) Assignments
overlays
EXPOSURE
1
2
3

MDWS1
11
8
6

MOWS 2
9
7
4

M0IST1, MOIST2, and MOIST3,

MOWS 3
4
3
2

correspond to the three

different moisture conditions that occurred during the five
hour period being analyzed.
The wind blew consistently from the south during this
time. Therefore, the values in the WINDIR overlay (assigned
from ASPECT), are: N - 180°, NE - 160°, E - 270°, SE - 235°,
S - 180°, SW - 135°, W - 90°, NW - 210°. Live woody moisture
(LWM), required as input for fuel model 5, is 100%. This
value is obtained by following the guidelines for estimating
the live fuel moisture content described in Rothermel
(1983).
At this point the data base has all the input overlays
for the fire model: FUELS, LWM, MOIST (1 and 2), MOWS (1, 2
and 3), SLOPE, and WINDS.

Running the FIREMAP program
Each hour of simulation has different weather
conditions that correspond to different output overlays with
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fire characteristics. Figure 9 shows a layout of the runs.
The output maps display fire conditions for each hour
and for the tentire data base. For example, F L U displays the
expected fire line intensity in each data base cell, for the
first time period (between 3 p.m. and 4 p.m.); FLI2 the
expected fireline intensity in each cell for the second time
period, and so on. All overlays created contain useful
information and if ignition takes place the fire
characteristics for every cell of the data base are known.
The overlays with the expected rate of spread for each time
period (SPREAD) are the basis for the simulations that
follow.
The accuracy of the results obtained was checked by
randomly

selecting 15 points, and running the DIRECT module

of BEHAVE using the input values corresponding to each one
of the 15 cells. The output differences encountered are due
to round off error because MAP deals only with integer
numbers. Differences are all less than 0.5 units of the
output value considered.

Simulation of fire
On page 23 it was mentioned that one of the initial
steps was to create FRICTION overlays with the time required
for each cell to be consumed. To create these overlays
values of friction (minutes) had to be assigned to the
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stream channels. The assignment of friction values to cells
for the stream channels is a problem since there are no fuel
models for stream channels.

FUELS
LWM
SLOPE
hour 1:
MO IST1
MDWST
WINDS

hour 2:
M0IST2
MDWS1
WINDS

hour 3:
M0IST2
MDWS2
WINDS

hour 4:
MOISTS
MDWS3
WINDS

hour 5:
M0IST3
MDWS3
WINDS

F IR E M A P
SPREAD1
FLU
EWSPD1
FLAME1
REACT INT1
HEATAREA1
DIRMAX1

SPREADS
FLI2
EWSPD2
FLAME2
REACT INT2
HEATAREA2
DIRMAX2

SPREADS
FLI 3
EWSPD3
FLAME3
REACT INTS
HEATAREA3
DIRMAX3

SPREAD4
FLI4
EWSPD4
FLAME4
REACTINT4
HEATAREA4
DIRMAX4

SPREADS
FLI5
EWSPD5
FLAMES
REACT INTS
HEATAREA5
DIRMAX5

Figure 9: Combination of overlays used in each time
interval
It would seem obvious that a value of infinity should be
assigned to these cells which produces a value of 0 for the
rate of spread. However, this would not be realistic because
fire can cross over water lines when spotting occurs and
when fire intensity and flame length are sufficient to raise
fuels on the other side to ignition temperature (when stream
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channels are, or flame lengths long, or both). Also direct
spread can occur on ephemeral channels where water may not
be present.
The values of friction assigned to the stream channels
in this study are the result of a calibration, and are valid
only for this case study and should not be used elsewhere:
primary streams - 95 minutes, secondary streams - 25
minutes. These values correspond to a rate of spread of 2.2
ft/min and 8.3 ft/min, respectively.
The source of the simulated fire is the line
corresponding to the perimeter of the fire on June 11 at
3p.m.

(figure 8). Only the head of the burning perimeter is

used as the source of propagation because FIREMAP only deals
with predictions on the direction of maximum spread. This
procedure is also followed between time steps (figure 10).
The overlay WIND is created to simulate the spread
direction and corresponds to SURF on page 23. Only one
overlay is necessary because the wind blew consistently from
the south.
All the necessary overlays are now present in the data
base. Each period of one hour of burning is simulated by
using the spread operation through the impedence of FRICTION
to a distance of 60 (minutes) in the direction of the wind.
After each time step the burning front is updated and only
the head is used as the propagating source for the next step
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SOURCE

X3_ _ _ _ _
spread soi.rce to 6(bver vinds

Figure 10: The simulation process. An illustration.

RESULTS
The maps showing the fire characteristics for each hour
are numerous and can not all be included in this thesis.
However, two examples are shown in figure 11 and figure 12.
The final map and the output from each time step are shown
in figures 13 to 16.
The predicted number of burned cells is 340 which
corresponds to an area of 340 acres. There are 54 cells
burned and not predicted and 68 predicted and not burned.
As illustrated in figure 17, it is possible to know
for each time step the flame length, heat per unit area,
fireline intensity, reaction intensity and effective
windspeed at the fire front and, by using simple MAP
operations, keep track of the fire characteristics during
the whole simulation process. It should, however, be noted
that the values are valid only at the fire front.
The final output map from the simulation (figure 16)
shows that the prediction made with this system has a
similar overall shape for the burned area, with the
exception of the northwest corner. The reason for this
discrepancy seems to be related to the successful
containment of the fire on the ridge line represented by the
black line on the map.
Cells that burned and are not predicted should be
expected because the polygons available from the base map
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that shows the fire (figure 8) correspond to areas burned on
longer periods than the one the simulation was intended forFor example, the polygons corresponding to 6/11 19;00 to
05:00 and 6/11 19:00 to 11:00 could not be expected to
overlap with the predicted burned area for the period 6/11
19:00 to 20:00 when the simulation stops.
The reasons for the other differences encountered,
besides the inherent system's limitations, may be related to
differences between the rates of spread predicted and the
actual rates of spread. The predicted values do not account
for the containment activities attempted during the fire
that, although not successful, may have changed the fire's
natural course. Also the input values utilized may not be
sufficiently close to what actually happened because the
information available, although very good for a postfire
situation, greatly restricts the simulation process in a way
that would not happen with an "on site" situation. For
example, the exact location of the fire head after each step
is not known and the cells that are actually contributing to
the fire spread may not be updated exactly, as they would
otherwise.
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Figure 11: Flame length overlay correponding to the
first hour of simulation

HEAT PER UNIT AREA

(BTUAq.
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Figure 12: Heat per unit area overlay corresponding to
the first hour of simulation
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Nt

Figure 13: TIME1 and TIME2« Predicted area burned
between 15:00 and 16:00 and between 15:00 and
17:00, respectively

Figure 14: TIMES and TIME4» Predicted areas burned at
18:00 and 19:00 respectively.
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Figure 15; TIMES. Predicted area burned at 20:00.

SIMULATION RESULT
area L a m e d and predicted
area burned not predicted
area net burned and predicted

Figure 16: Comparison between predicted burn and actual
burned area

ELAMS 1EMGTH
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O

Figure 17: Overlay displaying the flame length in each
cell when the fire front passed through for
the first three hours of simulation.

DISCUSSION
The application of FIREMAP presented here indicates
that the approach used works reasonably well, and that
integrating a fire model like BEHAVE with a CIS may be an
efficient way for dealing with spatial variability when
attempting to predict fire behavior. The procedure followed
is a simplistic one and some of the assumptions made would
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have to be relaxed for better performance.
FIREMAP, in the same way as BEHAVE, is a direct
implementation of Rothermel’s fire spread model, and the
predictions it makes are subject to the limitations and
assumptions of the same model. However, there are
substantial differences between this system and the BEHAVE
system.
In BEHAVE, calculation of fire size and shape is done
for a continuous uniform fuel type and follows the rules
described by Anderson (1983). Assuming that the shape of a
fire starting from a point source is roughly elliptical,
area and perimeter are calculated from the forward rate of
spread, effective windspeed, and elapsed time from ignition
(Andrews 1986). Although this approach has been followed
quite consistently. Green et. al (1983) find that, for low
windspeeds, even a rectangle, an unlikely fire shape,
provides reasonable approximations of the fire contours
examined. In FIREMAP, fire shape and size do not have to be
"calculated" as mentioned above, because those
characteristics are automatically available as a consequence
of the-approach being used. Shape is obtained by simply
displaying the cells burned under the given conditions,
(figures 13 through 15) and the area burned is just the
product of the number of cells burned times the size of each
cell (a constant). Raster-based GIS do not deal very well
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with the display of contour lines and since the unit
utilized is one grid cell, and is either burned or not
burned (it cannot be half burned), the shapes obtained will
depend on the cell size and scale.

Therefore, the precision

of the prediction of fire boundaries depends on the scale,
and that may be a problem for "on site" fighting situations,
when the resolution available is not adequate.
The necessity for a better spatial resolution of fire
characteristics in spatially nonuniform environments was
addressed before (Fradsen and Andrews 1979, Fujioka 1985),
and the main concept of partitioning the fuel (or field)
into cells and describing each cell independently according
to its parameters is basically the same. The difference in
FIREMAP is that results are not in the form of distributions
and probabilities. GIS makes it possible to account for
variations of all the parameters involved (not only one),
and summarize, integrate, and display complex map and
attribute information for efficient fire planning and
incident decision making (Hamilton et al. 1987). Hamilton et
al. (1987), and Salazar and Palmer (1987) present some ideas
on how a GIS environment can be used to display summarized
fire information within the National Fire Danger Rating
System (NFDRS). This approach consists of database
management in a GIS in exactly the same way as FIREMAP.
FIREMAP goes one step further and actually simulates the
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spread of a fire. The predictions of the NFDRS are different
from the ones given by BEHAVE and applicable to other
situations, but this discussion is out of the scope of this
paper and is covered in Anderson (1982).
Some of the improvements a system like FIREMAP needs
are:
1. The inclusion of a module that predicts spotting.
2. The ability to assign frictions to features like
man-made firebreaks, roads, stream channels and
others, in a systematic valid way.
3. Better, more reliable, simulation of wind patterns.
The inclusion of a module to calculate spotting does
not seem to be difficult and the equations that compute spot
height and distance (Albini 1979, 1981, 1983) are simplified
and implemented in BEHAVE, although further testing has been
recommended (Morris 1987).
Wilson (1988) published an equation describing the
relationship between fireline intensity and flame length to
the width of the firebreak that could be breached, via
contact, by a fire of a given fireline intensity, in a
particular grass fuel type. This could be the breakthrough
to find other relationships and provide a framework to
calculate the impedance corresponding to field features
dependent on their characteristics and on the intensity of
the fire present.
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FIREMAP is undoubfully restricted by the number and
type of the fuel models available» The situations
encountered in the field are not covered by the 13 standard
fuel models available, mainly because these are valid only
for the fire season decreases the ability to account for
spatial and temporal variability. As a planning tool,
FIREMAP would need to simulate fire throughout the year,
either by having flexible fuel models adjustable to varying
conditions or by increasing the number of models. The
development of customized fuel models is complicated and
expensive which makes this option not very practical.
Rothermel and Andrews (1987) present an analysis for
the full range of fire management needs and discuss the
necessity of reexamining the whole fuel issue. A fresh
approach would require the description of the fuels for
ground and crown fire models as well as for surface fires.
A system like FIREMAP can be visualized for the future
where, instead of considering only a two dimensional layer
of field and weather data, one could consider more layers to
efficiently describe the fuel patterns and variables
influencing fire behavior three dimensionally. Fire could
than be simulated for each layer where

influence of not

only neighbors of the same layer but also from the neighbors
of the other layers, above and below, are considered. This
may seem unrealistic regarding computer resources and

processing speed but recent developments on computer
architecture, featuring vector and parallel processing,
offer new opportunities to model large scale ecosystem
dynamics and to generate new approaches to modeling and
simulation (Casey and Jameson 1988). Until now, algorithm
design emphasizes updating as many variables as possible for
each grid element before moving to the next cell. Because
only one processor on a scalar machine is available,
computations have to be done sequentially. Today, new
machine architectures with multiprocessor and vector
processor environments can afford the capability to update
large numbers of state variables simultaneously and allow
one to update a single state variable across an entire
region, such as fire characteristics, very quickly (Casey
and Jameson 1988).

CONCLUSION
The capabilities of FIREMAP for spatial/temporal
simulation of fire behavior make it a potentially useful
tool that goes

beyond the simple display of spatially

summarized, rapidly available information.
FIREMAP allows for analyzing alternative management
programs for a given area, simulating fire behavior in
different combinations of vegetation composition and
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density, and predicting fire intensity. However, in order to
choose a fire management program it is necessary to consider
not only ranges of fire behavior under alternative programs,
but also the relative probability of occurrence of certain
fire events.

FIREMAP does not deal with this problem, a

point which should be noted in the decision process. More
attention might be placed on planning for those less
probable events that are likely to escape and cause
extensive damage when they do occur (Salazar and Bradshaw,
1986).
FIREMAP can also be used for "on site fighting."
Because of MAP capabilities for quick information update
(like a change in fuel types due to clear cutting) a
complete set of current data can always be available in the
data base. Once the source of a fire is known and weather
forecasts are available, fire spread can be simulated in
time steps. FIREMAP can be a very helpful tool in fire
fighting because it predicts the location and intensity of
the fire at a certain time and

displays the area burned

over a 3-dimensional digital elevation model (Burrough
1986). Predictions of the time it will take the fire to
reach a given point can also be made with FIREMAP. However,
this requires improvements in user interface and

computing

time.
The next steps of FIREMAP development should include
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validation and sensitivity analysis, and fine tuning of the
module presently running. The prediction capabilities can be
greatly increased by the future addition of other modules,
either from BEHAVE or new ones. For example, a module to
simulate spotting or a module to compute scorch height can
be easily integrated.
The use of a more sophisticated GIS, with flexible
command language and built in modelling modules, with real
number processing capabilities, larger memory, and the use
of a faster computer, can also assist in overcoming some of
the present limitations of FIREHAP.

APPENDIX 1

Simulation Batch Files
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All batch files in this appendix are written to be
run in the Map Analysis Package
BATCH FILE THAT CREATES THE MOISTURE
INPUT OVERLAYS
Note this is the batch file that creates the necessary
overlays to compute
Note the overlay MOISTURE
Note creating the ASP/SLOPE overlay
Note first create the aspect overlay 0 to 360 and then
recode for N,S,E,W
orient altitude precisely for aspect
recode aspect for asp2 a 1 t 1 th 45 a 2 t 46 th 135 a 3 t
136 th 225 /
a 4 t 226 th 315 a l t 316 th 360
Note recode slope for 2 categories: 0 to 30% = 1 ; 31 to
1000 %

—

2

recode slope for slope2 a 1 t 0 th 30 a 2 t 31 th 1000
Note create the asp/slope overlay with 8 categories
cross asp2 w slope2 for aspslope a l t l l a 2 t l 2 a 3 t 2
1 a 4 t 2 2 /
a 5 t 3 1 a 6 t 3 2 a 7 t 4 1 a 8 t 4 2
Note creating the moisture overlays:
Note creating the overlays for moisture correction day time,
less than 50%
Note shading
recode aspslope for 8tol0 a 3 t l a 4 t 2 a 2 t 3 t h 4 a 3 t
5 th 7 a 5 t 8
recode aspslope for 10tol2 a l t 3 a 0 t 4 a l t 5 t h 7 a 3
t 8
recode aspslope for 12tol4 a 0 t l a l t 2 a 0 t 3 t h 5 a l
t 6 a 0 t 7 /
ass l t 8
recode aspslope for 14tol6 a 0 t l a l t 2 a 0 t 3 a l t 4 a
0 t 5 /
a l t 6 a 0 t 7 t h 8
recode aspslope for 16tol8 a l t 3 a 3 t 4 a l t 5 t h 7 a 0
t 8
recode aspslope for 18to20 a 3 t l a 4 t 2 t h 3 a 5 t 4 a 3
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t 5 t h 7 a 2 t 8
Note creating the overlays for moisture correction night
time
Note Create overlay with N+E and S+W
orient altitude precisely for aspect
recode aspect for asp2 a 8 t 1 th 135 a 9 t 135 th 225 a 8 t
226 th 360
Note creating the moisture correction overlays
recode asp2 for 20to22 a l t 8 a 0 t 9
recode asp2 for 00to02 a 2 t 8 a 0 t 9
Note creating the overlays with the moisture reference
values
assi 2 for 2
ass 3 for 3
ass 4 for 4
ass 5 for 5
ass 6 for 6
ass 8 for 8
Note creating the necessary moisture overlays
add 2 t 12tol4 for moistl
add 2 t 14tol6 for moist2
add 2 t 16tol8 for moists
add 4 t 18to20 for moist4
add 6 t 20to22 for moists
add 8 t 00to02 for moist6
add 8 t 20to22 for moist?
add 5 t 8tol0 for moists
add 3 t 10tol2 for moist9
add 2 t 10tol2 for moistlO
Note erasing unnecessary overlays
zap aspslope
zap slope2
zap asp2
zap 2
zap 3
zap 4
zap 5
zap 6
zap 8
zap 12tol4
zap 14tol6
zap 16tol8
zap 18to20
zap 20to22
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zap 00to02
zap 10tol2
zap 8tolO
Note saving the moisture overlays
protect moistl
protect moist2
protect moists
protect moist4
protect moists
protect moist6
protect moist?
protect moists
protect moists
read
BATCH FILE THAT CREATES THE
WINDSPEED OVERLAYS
Note This batch file creates the midflame windspeed overlay.
Note
- V E R Y
likelly to be changed Note First create the EXPOSE overlay
recode slope for slop2 a 99 t 100 th 999
cross fuels w slop2 for expose a 1 t 11 0 th 99 a 1 t 5 0 th
30 /
a 2 t 8 0 th 30 a 2 t 8 60 th 99 a 2 t 9 0 th 30 a 2 t 9 60
th 99 /
a 2 t 5 30 th 99 a 3 t 8 31 th 59 a 3 t 9 31 th 59
Note creating
recode expose
recode expose
recode expose
recode expose

mdfsl th 4 for day winds
for mdwsl a l l t l a 8 t 2 a 6 t 3
for mdws2 a 9 t l a ? t 2 a 4 t 3
for mdws3 a 6 t l a 5 t 2 a 3 t 3
for mdws4 a 4 t l a 3 t 2 a 2 t 3

Note erasing unnecessary overlays
zap slop2
zap expose
protect
protect
protect
protect
read

mdwsl
mdws2
mdws3
mdws4
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BATCH FILE THAT CREATES THE
WIND AND FUELS OVERLAYS
Note this is the batch file that creates the fuels overlay
Note and the Wind overlay
recode veg for fuels a 9 t 0 th 7 a 9 t 10 th 11 a 9 t 21 th
22

/

a 9 t 26 a 9 t 32
th 42 /
a 5 t9 a 5 t 16
a 5 t38 th 39 a
a 8 t17 th 20 a

th 33 a 9 t 35 a 9 t 37 a 9 t 44 a 9 t 41
a5
5t
5t

t 45 th 46 a 5 t30 a 5 t 34 a
5t 36 /
50 a 5 t 90 a 5 t99 a 8 t 12 th IS /
31 a 5 t 24

multiply harvest b veg for harvpol
recode harvpol for harvpol a 0 t 99 a 11 t 1 th 98
cover fuels w harvpol for fuels
zap harvpol
protect fuels
Note creating the wind overlay for wind blowing from the
south
orient altitude for aspect
recode aspect for winds a 180 t 1 a 160 t 2 a 270 t 3 a 235
t 4 /
a 180 t 5 a 135 t 6 a 90 t 7 a 210 t 8
protect winds
Note wind overlay for wind blowing from west
recode aspect for windw a 90 t 1 a 235 t 2 a 180 t 3 a 160 t
4 /
a 90 t 5 a 235 t 6 a 180 t 7 a 160 t 8
protect windw
read

BATCH FILE THAT READS THE OUTPUT
FROM THE FIREMAP PROGRAM TO MAP
Note
read
read
read
read

batch to read output files from firemap
spread
flame
reactint
heatarea
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read ewspd
read fli
read dirmax
read

BATCH FILE THAT CREATES OVERLAYS
FOR SEVERAL WIND DIRECTIONS
Note creating overlays with the wind direction
Note — ------------------- wind W -----------■
point for point
point for point
(3i3)
0370076001
-1
spread point to 107 for w
N o t e --- -------- *------ —
point for point
(313)
001050001
-1
spread point to 107 for s

wind S ------------

zap point
read

BATCH FILE THAT EXECUTES THE SIMULATION
Note Batch to run the fire simulation
Note creating the source
recode fire for source ass 0 t 1 th
clump source for source
recode source for source a 0 t 2 th
scan source around source diversity
recode source for source a 0 t 1
clump source for source
recode source for source a 0 t 4 th

3 a 0 t 5 th 20
10
for source
10 a 1 t 2 th 3

Note creating the friction maps, each time unit = 1 minute
recode water for temp a 95 t 1 a 25 t 2
recode spdl for fricl a 104 t 2 a 52 t 3 th 4 a 35 t 5 th 6
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a 26 t 7 th 8 /
a 21 t 9 th 10 a 17 t 11 th 12 a 15 t 13 th 14 a 13 t 15 th
16 /
a 12 t 17 th 18 a 10 t 19 th 20 a 9 t 21 th 24 a 8 t 25 th
26 a 7 t 27 th 32 /
a 6 t 33 th 36 a 5 t 37 th 46 a 4 t 47 th 58 a 3 t 59 th 82
a 2 t 83 th 122
cover fricl w temp for fricl
recode spd2 for fric2 a 104 t 2 a 52 t 3 th 4 a 35 t 5 th 6
a 26 t 7 th 8 /
a 21 t 9 th 10 a 17 t 11 th 12 a 15 t 13 th 14 a 13 t 15 th
16 /
a 12 t 17 th 18 a 10 t 19 th 20 a 9 t 21 th 24 a 8 t 25 th
26 a 7 t 27 th 32 /
a 6 t 33 th 36 a 5 t 37 th 46 a 4 t 47 th 58 a 3 t 59 th 82
a 2 t 83 th 122
cover fric2 w temp for fric2
recode spd3 for fries a 104 t 2 a 52 t 3 th 4 a 35 t 5 th 6
a 26 t 7 th 8 /
a 21 t 9 th 10 a 17 t 11 th 12 a 15 t 13 th 14 a 13 t 15 th
16 /
a 12 t 17 th 18 a 10 t 19 th 20 a 9 t 21 th 24 a 8 t 25 th
26 a 7 t 27 th 32 /
a 6 t 33 th 36 a 5 t 37 th 46 a 4 t 47 th 58 a 3 t 59 th 82
a 2 t 83 th 122
cover fric3 w temp for fric3
recode spd4 for fric4 a 104 t 2 a 52 t 3 th 4 a 35 t 5 th 6
a 26 t 7 th 8 /
a 21 t 9 th 10 a 17 t 11 th 12 a 15 t 13 th 14 a 13 t 15 th
16 /
a 12 t 17 th 18 a 10 t 19 th 20 a 9 t 21 th 24 a 8 t 25 th
26 a 7 t 27 th 32 /
a 6 t 33 th 36 a 5 t 37 th 46 a 4 t 47 th 58 a 3 t 59 th 82
a 2 t 83 th 122
cover fric4 w temp for fric4
Note Simulation for one hour time steps each time unit = 1m
spread source to 60 down over s through fricl for timel
recode source for temp a 59 t 1
recode timel for timel a 0 t 60
cover timel w temp for timel
recode timel for temp a 59 t 1 th 59
scan temp around temp diversity for scan
recode scan for scan a 0 t 1
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clump scan for scan
recode scan for scan a
spread scan to 60 down
recode time2 for time2
cover time2 w temp for

1 t 1 th 3 a 0 t 4 th 100
over s through fric2 for time2
a 0 t 60
time2

recode time2 for temp a 59 t 1 th 59
scan temp around temp diversity for scan
recode scan for scan a 0 t 1
clump scan for scan
recode scan for scan a l t l t h 5 a 0 t 6 t h 100
spread scan to 60 down over s through fries for time3
recode times for times a 0 t 60
cover times w temp for times
recode times for temp a 59 t 1 th 59
scan temp around temp diversity for scan
recode scan for scan a 0 t 1
clump scan for scan
recode scan for scan a 0 t 1 th 4 a 1 t 4 th 14 a 0 t 15 th
100

spread scan to 60 down over sww through fric4 for time4
recode time4 for time4 a 0 t 60
cover time4 w temp for time4
recode time4 for temp a 59 t 1 th 59
scan temp around temp diversity for scan
recode scan for scan a 0 t 1
clump scan for scan
recode scan for scan a 0 t 1 a 1 t 2 th 11 a 0 t 12 th 100
spread scan to 60 down over s through fric4 for times
recode times for times a 0 t 60
cover times w temp for times
Note erasing unnecessary overlays
zap 2
zap temp
zap fricl
zap fric2
zap fries
zap fric4
zap scan
read

APPENDIX 2
FIREMAP source code
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PROGRAM FIREMP
C/////// PROGRAMMED BY MARIA VASCONCELOS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 1988
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

.. ............................................ .....
. This program is a modification of the DIRECT module of the
. BEHAVE system. This version reads exported maps from Map
. Analysis Package as input, runs a module corresponding to the
. DIRECT module, and writes output arrays to be read in MAP as
. overlays. The key word structure is the same as in BEHAVE.
. Input overlays required are as follows: (exported from MAP)
.
- Fuel models overlay
.
- One hour fuel moisture overlay
- Live woody moistures overlay
.
- Midflame windspeeds overlay
.
- Slope overlay
.
- Wind direction overlay
. The output consists of instruction files to be read in MAP
. (*. in):
.
- Spread.in, rate of spread overlay
.
- React.in, reaction intensity overlay
.
- Flame.in, flame length overlay
.
- Heatarea.in, heat per unit area overlay
.
- Fli.in, fireline intensity overlay
.
- Dirmax.in, direction of maximum spread overlay
.
- Ewspd.in, effective windspeeed overlay
.............. ......................................

c

C.... SUBROUTINES CALLED:
C
C
SUBROUTINE DIREMP
C
This program is designed for future addition of other modules,
C
like the SPOT module in the BEHAVE system. Those new modules
C
will be called from the main program using specified keywords
C
CALLED FROM DIREMP:
C
INMP - input and changeoverlay names
C
LISTMP -list active overlay names
C
RUNMP - controls input values, calculation subroutines,
C
and output subroutines
C
CALLED FROM RUNMP:
C
OPEN - opens input andoutput files
C
READMP - reads input values from input files one line at a
C
time
C
SETUP - setup values for calculations
C
SPREAD -calculates fire characteristics for upslope wind
C
VECTOR - calculates fire characteristics for cross-slope wind
C
SAVEMP - saves output
C
WRITEMP - writes output files
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C
CHARACTER A
20 CALL DIREMP
WRITE(LU6,1020)
1020 FORMAT(/'DO YOU WANT TO RESTART7Y-N:')
READ(LU5,'(A)')A
IF (A .EQ. 'Y' .OR. A .EQ. 'y')THEN
GO TO 20
ELSE
WRITE(LU6,*)'FIREMAP TERMINATED, BACK TO DOS.'
END IF
END
C.............................................
BLOCK DATA
C... BRNCOM STORES THE VALUES OF THE INPUT VALUES NECESSARY TO
C
CALCULATE FIRE CHARACTERISTICS AND BURNCHAR CONSISTS OF
C
CHARACTER VARIABLES NECESSARY TO THE INPUT PROCEDURES
C
C.
VARIABLES
C
INTEGER:
C
C
MODL - FUEL MODEL(DIMENSIONLESS)
C
WDIR - WIND DIRECTION (DEGREES CLOCKWISE FROM UPHILL)
C
SDIR - INTERMEDIATE VALUE TO CALCULATE DIR OF MAXIMUM SPREAD
C
XDIR - INTERMEDIATE VALUE TO CALCULATE DIR OF MAXIMUM SPREAD
C
WMID - MIDFLAME WINDSPEED (MILES PER HOUR)
C
PSLOP- SLOPE (%)
C
FM - ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. MOISTURE VALUES
C
C
LOGICAL:
C
C
MOI - ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY. DECIDES WHAT VALUES OF MOISTURE
C
SMAX - TRUE IF THERE IS WIND AND SLOPE, FALSE OTHERWISE
C
YMAX - TRUE FOR THEDIRECTION OF MAX SPREAD, FALSE OTHERWISE
C
CHANGE-TRUE WHEN NEED TO CHANGE ONE OF THE INPUT OVERLAYS
C
COMMON/BRNCOM/PMOD(15,15),MODL,WDIR,SDIR,XDIR,WMID,PSLOP,FM(5),
1 MOI(5),SMAX,YESMAX,CHANGE
LOGICAL MOI,SMAX,YESMAX,CHANGE
COMMON /BRNCHR/ KEY,S,KWORD
CHARACTER KEY*4,S(7,7)*1,KWORD(5)*4
C.... INOUT INPUT/OUTPUT DEVICES
COMMON /INOUT/ LU5,LU6
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C... .
C
C
C
C
C

SPCOM STORES THE VALUES OF ALL THE VARIABLES INVOLVED IN
THE COMPUTATION OF ALL THE FIRE CHARACTERISTCS. THE COMPUTATION
IS BASED ON THE VALUES STORED IN BRNCOM AND FORMULAS TO COMPUTE
RATE OF SPREAD, REACTION INTENSITY, FIRELINE INTENSITY, FLAME
LENGTH, EFFECTIVE WINDSPEED, HEAT PER UNIT AREA AND DIRECTION
OF MAXIMUM SPREAD, ROTHERMEL (1972, 1983), ANDREWS (1986).

COMMON /SPCOM/ XLOAD,SIG,STOT,SEFF,HEAT,XMOIS,DENS,XMEXT(2),DEPTH,
- SLOPE,WIND,NCLAS(2),
- XMF(2),SE(2),SI(2),HI(2),WNI(2),ETAM(2),ETAS(2),SIGMA,RHOB,BETA,
- BETAOP,GAMMAX,GAMMA,XIR,RBQIG,XI,PHIS,PHIW,RATE,LWIND,BYRAM,
- FLAME,FLUX,WLIM,C,E,B,XRATE,XBYRAM,XFLAME,HPUA,RATE0,EWIND,R
DIMENSION XLOAD(2,3),SIG(2,3),STOT(2,3),SEFF(2,3),HEAT(2,3),
- XMOIS(2,3),DENS(2,3)
C......
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

MPCHR STORES THE NAMES OF INPUT OVERLAYS
VARIABLES
CHARACTER:
FMODL - NAME OF FUEL MODELS OVERLAY
HMO - NAME OF ONE HOUR FUEL MOISTURES OVERLAY
LWM
- NAME OF LIVE WOODY MOISTURES OVERLAY
MDF
- NAME OF MIDFLAME WINDSPEEDS OVERLAY
SLP
- NAME OF SLOPES OVERLAY
WINDA - NAME OF WIND DIRECTIONS OVERLAY
X
-NEW NAME FOR ANY OF THE ABOVE WHEN CHANGE

COMMON/MPCHR/FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA,X
CHARACTER*!2 FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA, X

O Q

C...... STORE CONSISTS OF THE ONE DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS THAT STORE
C
ONE LINE OF INPUT OF EACH MAP, READ AS REAL.
C
C
M - FUEL MODEL
C
FMB - ONE HOUR FUEL MOISTURE
C
FME - LIVE WOODY MOISTURE
C
WMI - MIDFLAME WINDSPEED
C
PSLO - SLOPE
C
WD - WIND DIRECTION
C
COMMON/STORE/M(76),FMB(76),FME(76),WMI(76), PSLO(76), WD(76)
REAL M,FMB,FME,WMI,PSLO,WD
...... .SAVEMP CONSISTS OF A THREE DIMENSIONAL ARRAY THAT STORES ALL
OUTPUT VALUES
COMMON/SAVEMP/T
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INTEGER T(76,76,10)
C...... ..READIN AND READCHAR CONSIST OF THE VARIABLES THAT STORE MAP
C
ATTRIBUTES
C
C
VARIABLES
C
INTEGER:
ROW - NUMBER OF MAP ROWS
C
COL - NUMBER OF MAP COLUMNS
C
SCALE - MAP SCALE
C
CHARACTER:
C
FMAT - MAP FORMAT
C
COMMON/READIN/ROW, COL, SCALE
INTEGER ROW, COL, SCALE
COMMON/READCHR/FMAT(6)
CHARACTER*10 FMAT
“
>
C __ ASSIGN INTERNAL VALUES TO VARIABLES IN COMMON BLOCKS
DATA SIG(1,2)/109./,SIG(1,3)/30./,NCLAS(1)/3/,NCLAS(2)/2/,
- ((STOT(I,J),1=1,2),J=l,3)/6*.0555/,
- ((SEFF(I,J),1=1,2),J=l,3)/6*.0100/,
- ((DENS(I,J),1=1,2),J=l,3)/6*32./
C
DATA LU5/5/,LU6/6/
C.... FUEL MODEL PARAMETERS (13 FUEL MODELS)
DATA (PMOD(l,J),J = 1,15)/.034,0.,0.,0. ,0.,3500.,99.,
99.. 1.0.8000...12.0...4.0..0. /
(PMOD(2,J),J=1,15)/.092,.046,.023,.023,0.,3000., 1500.,
99.4.1.0. 8000...15.0...4.0..0./
DATA (PMOD(3,J),J=1,15)/.138,0.,0.,0.,0.,1500.,99.,99.,
2.5.8000.. .25.0...4.0..0./,
(PMOD(4,J),J=l,15)/.230,.184,.092,0.,.230,2000.,99., 1500.,
6.0.
8000...20.0...6.0..0./,
(PMOD(5,J),J=1,15)/.046,.023,0.,0.,.092,2000.,99.,1500.,
2.0. 8000...20.0...4.0..0./
DATA (PMOD(6,J),J=1,15)/.069,.115,.092,0.,0.,1750.,99.,99.,
2.5.8000.. .25.0...4.0..0./,
(PMOD(7,J),J=l,15)/.052,.086,.069,0.,.017,1750.,99.,1500.,
2.5.8000.. .40.0...4.0..0./,
(PMOD(8,J),J=1,15)/.069,.046,.115,0.,0.,2000.,99.,99.,
0.2,8000.,.30,0.,.4,0.,0./,
(PMOD(9,J),J=l,15)/.134,.019,.007,0.,0.,2500.,99., 99.,
0.2,8000.,.25,0.,.4,0.,0./
DATA (PMOD(10,J),J=1,15)/.138,.092,.230,0.,.092,2000.,99.,1500.,
1.0.
8000...25.0...4.0..0./,
(PMOD(11,J),J=1,15)/.069,.207,.253,0.,0.,1500.,99.,99. 9
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1.0. 8000.. .15,0.,.4,0.,0./,
(PHOD(12,J),J=1,15)/.184,.644,.759,0.,0.,1500.,99.,99.,
2.3.8000.. .20.0...4.0..0./,
(PHOD(13,J),J=1,15)/.322,1.058,1.288,0.,0.,1500.,99.,99.,
3.0.
8000...25.0...5.0..0./
END
C ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SUBROUTINE DIREMP
C //////PROGRAMMED BY MARIA VASCONCELOS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 1988
C
C __
C
C
C
C __
C
C
C
C
C

CALLED FROM MAIN PROGRAM
ONLY SUBROUTINE CALLED FROM THE MAIN PROGRAM IN THIS VERSION.
TO CALCULATE RATE OF SPREAD, FLAME LENGTH, FIRELINE INTENSITY,
AND HEAT PER UNIT AREA
CALL APPROPRIATE SUBROUTINES DEPENDING ON KEYWORD INPUT
SUBROUTINES CALLED;
INMP - FOR INPUT OF THE MAP NAMES AND CHANGE OF A MAP NAME
LISTMP - LISTS ACTIVE MAPS
RUNMP - TO EXECUTE THE CALCULATIONS AND WRITE OUTPUT

COMMON/BRNCOM/PMOD(15,15),MODL,WDIR,SDIR,XDIR,WMID,PSLOP,FM(5),
1 MOI(5),SMAX,YESMAX,CHANGE
LOGICAL MOI,SMAX,YESMAX,CHANGE
COMMON/BRCHR/ KEY, S, KWORD
CHARACTER KEY*4, S(7,7), KWORD(5)*4
C
COMMON/INOUT/ LU5,LU6
C ...............

INPUT KEYWORD

10 CONTINUE
WRITE (LU6,2000)
2000 FORMAT (/' DIRECT KEYWORD? ')
WRITE (LU6,2010)
2010 FORMAT (' Enter INPUT,LIST,CHANGE,RUN,QUIT: ')
READ (LU5,2015)KEY
2015 FORMAT(A4)
C ...... ......

KEYWORD "INPUT" CALL INMP

IF (KEY.EQ.'INPU') THEN
CHANGE=.FALSE.
CALL INMP
GO TO 10
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ENDIF
C ..............

KEYWORD "LIST" CALL LISTMP

IF (KEY.EQ.'LIST') THEN
CALL LISTMP
GO TO 10
ENDIF
C ..............

KEYWORD "CHANGE" CALL INMP

IF XKEY.EO.'CHAN') THEN
CHANGE=.TRUE.
CALL INMP
CHANGE=.FALSE.
GO TO 10
ENDIF
C ..... ......... KEYWORD "RUN" CALL RUNMP
IF (KEY.EO.'RUN ') THEN
CALL RUNMP
GO TO 10
ENDIF
C ..... ......... KEYWORD "QUIT" GO BACK TO MAIN PROGRAM
IF (KEY.EQ.'QUIT') THEN
GO TO 900
ENDIF
C ..............

UNRECOGNIZED KEYWORD. TRY AGAIN

IF (KEY .NE. 'INPU'.AND. KEY .NE. 'LIST'.AND. KEY .NE.
1 'CHAN'.AND. KEY .NE. 'RUN ' .AND. KEY .NE. 'QUIT') THEN
2020

900

WRITE (LUG,2020)
FORMAT (/' UNRECOGNIZED KEYWORD ')
GO TO 10
END IF
GO TO 10
RETURN
END

C/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

SUBROUTINE INMP
C ///////PROGRAMMED BY MARIA VASCONCELOS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 1988

o o o o

CALLED FROM DIREMP
__ INPUT AND CHANGE FOR DIRECT
THIS SUBROUTINE ASKS FOR THE NAMES OF THE INPUT OVERLAYS
AND ALLOWS FOR CHANGE OF ALREADY ENTERED NAMES
COMMON/BRNCOM/PMOD(15,15),MODL, WDIR,SDIR,XDIR,WMID,PSLOP,FM(5)
1 MOI(5),SMAX,YESMAX,CHANGE
LOGICAL MOI,SMAX,YESMAX,CHANGE
COMMON /BRNCHR/ KEY,S,KWORD
CHARACTER KEY*4,S(7,7)ftl,KWORD(5)*4
COMMON/INOUT/ LU5,LU6
COMMON/MPCHR/FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA,X
CHARACTER*12 FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA,X

C ......... LOCAL VARIABLES
CHARACTER ANS*1
INTEGER LINE
C __ IF THE KEYWORD IS "CHANGE", CHANGE WHICH OVERLAY?
100 IF (CHANGE) THEN
WRITE (LUO,5050)
5050
FORMAT (/' CHANGE WHICH OVERLAY ? 1-6: ')
READ(LU5,*) LINE
IF(LINE .EQ. 0 .OR. LINE .GE.7) THEN
WRITE (LU6,6070)
6070
FORMAT (/' INVALID NUMBER ' )
GO TO 260
END IF
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6),LINE
END IF
C __ IF THE KEYWORD IS "INPUT"
C ... INPUT FUEL MODEL OVERLAY NAME:
1 WRITE (LU6,5070)
5070 FORMAT (/' (1) FUEL MODELS OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: ')
READ (LU5,5080)FMODL
5080 FORMAT (A12)
IF (FMODL .EQ. 'QUIT') GO TO 260
IF (CHANGE) THEN
X=FMODL
GO TO 240
END IF
C... INPUT TEN-HOUR FUEL MOISTURE OVERLAY NAME :
2 WRITE (LU6, 6000)
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6000 FORMAT(/' (2) 1-H FUEL MOISTURE OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: ')
READ (LU5, 5080) HMO
IF (HMO .EQ. 'QUIT') GO TO 260
IF (CHANGE) THEN
X=HMO
GO TO 240
END IF
C.....INPUT LIVE WOODY MOISTURE OVERLAY NAME:
3 WRITE (LU6,6030)
6030 FORMAT (/' (3) LIVE WOODY MOISTURE OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: ')
READ(LU5,5080) LWM
IF (LWM .EQ. 'QUIT')GO TO 260
IF (CHANGE)THEN
X=LWM
GO TO 240
END IF
C.... INPUT MIDFLAME WINDSPEED OVERLAY NAME:
4 WRITE (LU6,6040)
6040 FORMAT (/' (4) MIDFLAME WINDSPEED OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: ')
READ (LU5,5080) MDF
IF (MDF .EQ. 'QUIT') GO TO 260
IF (CHANGE)THEN
X=MDF
GO TO 240
END IF
C.... INPUT SLOPE OVERLAY
NAME:
5 WRITE (LU6,6050)
6050 FORMAT (/' (5) PERCENT SLOPE OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: ')
READ(LU5,5080) SLP
IF (SLP .EQ. 'QUIT') GO TO 260
IF (CHANGE)THEN
X=SLP
GO TO 240
END IF
C ....INPUT WIND DIRECTION OVERLAY NAME:
6 WRITE (LUG,6060)
6060 FORMAT (/' (6) DIRECTION OF WIND VECTOR OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: ')
READ (LU5,5080) WINDA
IF (WINDA .EQ. 'QUIT') GO TO 260
.
IF (CHANGE) THEN
X=WINDA
GO TO 240
END IF
C .... REPLACE OVERLAY NAME FOR "CHANGE"
240 IF (CHANGE)THEN
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6080
1
2

260
6090

WRITE(LU6,6080)LINE,X
F0RMAT(/' LINE
12,' WAS CHANGED'
/ ' INPUT NOW BEING READ FROM ',A12,
/ ' DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE ANOTHER LINE?')
READ(LU5,'(A)')ANS
IF (ANS .EQ. 'Y' .OR. ANS .EQ. 'y')THEN
CHANGE = .TRUE.
GO TO 100
ELSE
GO TO 260
END IF
END IF
WRITE (LU6,6090)
FORMAT (/' INPUT TERMINATED.')

900 RETURN
END
C ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SUBROUTINE OPEN(MARKER)

non

C //// PROGRAMMED BY MARIA VASCONCELOS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 1988
CALLED FROM RUNMP
... THIS SUBROUTINE OPENS THE INPUT, AND THE OUTPUT FILES
ARGUMENT: MARKER - marks problem opening a file
COMMON/MPCHR/FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA,X
CHARACTER*12 FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA,X
INTEGER MARKER
MARKER=0
C... OPEN INPUT FILES
OPEN(10, FILE=FMODL, STATUS='OLD',ERR=50,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
OPEN(11, FILE=HMO, STATUS = 'OLD',ERR=50,ACCESS-'SEQUENTIAL')
OPEN(12, FILE=LWM, STATUS='OLD',ERR=50,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
OPEN(13, FILE=MDF, STATUS='OLD',ERR=50,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
OPEN(14, FILE=SLP, STATUS='OLD',ERR=50,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
OPEN(15, FILE=WINDA, STATUS='OLD',ERR=50,ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL')
C.....OPEN OUTPUT FILES
OPEN(20,FILE='SPREAD.IN',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(21,FILE='FLI.IN',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(22,FILE='HEATAREA.IN',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(23,FILE='FLAME.IN',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(24,FILE='REACTINT.IN',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(25,FILE='DIRMAX.IN',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
OPEN(26,FILE-'EWSPD.IN',ACCESS='SEQUENTIAL',STATUS='UNKNOWN')
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GO TO 900
C __ IF ONE OR MORE INPUT FILES CAN NOT BE OPENED CALL LISTMP
50 WRITE(LU6,60)
60
FORMAT(/'** ERROR ** Input file not found')
CALL LISTMP
C __ MARK THE NEED TO REPEAT INPUT
MARKER=1
900 RETURN
END
C ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SUBROUTINE RUNMP
C //// PROGRAMMED BY MARIA VASCONCELOS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 1988

C
CALLED FROM DIREMP
C... THIS SOUBROUTINE READS THEINPUT OVERLAYS ONE LINE AT A TIME,
C
AND CALLS THE NECESSARY SUBROUTINES TO CALCULATE RATE OF SPREAD,
C
FIRE LINE INTENSITY, HEAT/UNIT AREA, FLAME LENGTH, REACTION
C
INTENSITY, EFFECTIVE WIND SPEED, AND DIRECTION OF MAX SPREAD.
C__ FIRST IT READS ONE LINE OF THE FUEL MODELS OVERLAY AND CHECKS
C
THE VALUES FOR FURTHER COMPUTATIONS, THEN READS THE REST OF THE
C
OF THE INPUTS, EXECUTES CALCULATIONS AND WRITES THE OUTPUT VALUES
C
C
SUBROUTINES CALLED:
C
OPEN - OPENS INPUT AND OUTPUTFILES
C
READMP - READS INPUT FROM EXPORTED MAP OVERLAYS ONE LINE AT A TIME
C
SETUP - SETUP VARIABLES FOR CALCULATING OUTPUT VALUES
C
SPREAD - EXECUTE THE CALCULATIONS FOR UPSLOPE WIND
C
VECTOR - CALCULATE OUTPUT VALUES FOR CROSS-SLOPE WIND
C
SAVEMP - SAVE ALL OUTPUT VALUES
C
WRITEMP - WRITE OUTPUT FILES
COMMON/BRNCOM/ PMOD(15,15), MODL, WDIR,SDIR, XDIR, WMID, PSLOP,
1 FM(5),MOI(5), SMAX, YESMAX, CHANGE
LOGICAL MOI, SMAX, YESMAX,CHANGE
COMMON/BRCHR/ KEY, S, KWORD
CHARACTER KEY*4, S(7,7), KWORD(5)*4
COMMON /SPCOM/ XLOAD,SIG,STOT,SEFF,HEAT,XMOIS,DENS,XMEXT(2),DEPTH,
- SLOPE,WIND,NCLAS(2),
- XMF(2),SE(2),SI(2),HI(2),WNI(2),ETAM(2),ETAS(2),SIGMA,RHOB,BETA,
- BETAOP,GAMMAX,GAMMA,XIR,RBQIG,XI,PHIS,PHIW,RATE,LWIND,BYRAM,
- FLAME,FLUX,WLIM,C,E,B,XRATE,XBYRAM,XFLAME,HPUA,RATED,EWIND,R
DIMENSION XLOAD(2,3),SIG(2,3),STOT(2,3),SEFF(2,3),HEAT(2,3),
- XMOIS(2,3),DENS(2,3)
COMMON/READIN/ROW, COL, SCALE

INTEGER ROW, COL, SCALE
COMMON/READCHR/FMAT(6)
CHARACTER*10 FMAT
COMMON/INOUT/ LU5,LU6
COMMON/MPCHR/FMODL,HMO,LWM, MDF,SLP,WINDA,X
CHARACTERS FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA,X
COMMON/STORE/M(76),FMB(76),FME(76),WMI(76), PSLO(76), WD(76)
REAL M,FMB,FME,WMI,PSLO,WD
REAL PSLOP,WMID,WDIR,SDIR,FMD
C... LOCAL VARIABLES
CHARACTER ANS*1
INTEGER U,V,K,MA,MAR,MARI,MARIA,MARKER
LOGICAL FWIND,FSLOP
MARKER=0
C..... INITIALIZATIONS
DO 10 I = 1,5
MOI(I) = .FALSE.
10 CONTINUE
ANS=' '
PSLOP = 0.
WMID = 0.
WDIR = 0.
SDIR = 0.
DO 15 I = 1,5
FM(I)=0
15 CONTINUE
C... CALL SUBROUTINE THAT OPENS INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES
CALL OPEN(MARKER)
C __ IF PROBLEM OPENING A FILE REPEAT INPUT IF(MARKER .NE. 0)GO TO 900
C .... START CALCULATION PROCEDURES
WRITE(LU6,6000)
6000 FORMAT!/'
Working....')
C... INITIALIZING LOCAL VARIABLES FOR THE DO LOOPS
MA = 1
MAR=0
MARI=0
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MARIA=0
DO 501 U = 1,75
C__ READ FUEL MODELS
CALL READMP(10,M,U)
C__ READ TEN-HOUR FUEL MOISTURES
CALL READMP(11,FMB,U)
C... READ LIVE WOODY MOISTURES
CALL READMP(12,FME,U)
C... READ MIDFLAME WINDSPEEDS
CALL READMP(13,WMI,U)
C... READ SLOPES
CALL READMP(14,PSLO,U)
C....READ WIND DIRECTIONS
CALL READMP(15,WD,U)
C... STARTING COMPUTATIONS FOR EVERY CELL IN THE ONE LINE INPUT
C
ARRAYS (M, FMB,FME,WMI,PSLO,WD)
DO 500 V = l,COL
MODL=M(V)
C........ . FUEL MODEL 2 REQUIRES LIVE HERBACEOUS MOISTURE AS INPUT
IF (MODL .EQ. 2. .AND. MAR .EQ. 0)THEN
WRITE(LU6,6095)
6095
FORMAT(/' ENTER LIVE HERBACEOUS MOISTURE FOR FUEL ',
' 2 : ')

o o

READ(LU5,*)FMD
MAR=5
END IF

7000
1

VERIFYING. FOR INVALID FUEL MODELS
IF FUEL MODEL IS GREATER THAN 13
IF(MODL .GE. 14.)THEN
IF( MARI .EQ. 0)THEN
WRITE(LU6,7000)FMODL
FORMAT(/' INVALID FUEL MODEL ON ',A12,' OVERLAY.',
/' TYPE "I" TO IGNORE OR "Q" TO QUIT: ')
READ(LU5,'(A)')ANS
IF (ANS .EQ. 'Q') THEN
GO TO 900
ELSE
MODL = 0
MARI = 5
GO TO 300
END IF
ELSE
GO TO 300
END IF
END IF
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C .... IF FUEL MODEL IS EQUAL TO 0
IF(MODL .EQ.. 0.)THEN
IF( MARIA .EQ. 0)THEN
20
WRITE(LU6Z7010)
7010
FORMAT (/' THERE ARE CELLS WITH "0" AS A FUEL',
1
/' MODEL. TYPE "I" TO IGNORE OR "Q" TO QUIT: ')
READ(LU5,'(A)')ANS
IF (ANS .EQ. 'Q')GO TO 900
MARIA=5
IF (ANS .EQ. 'I') GO TO 300
IF (ANS .NE. 'O' .OR. ANS .NE. 'I') GO TO 20
ELSE
GO TO 300
END IF
END IF

oo o

C.. ...... COMPUTE OUTPUT VALUES

18

IF THIS FUEL MODEL REQUIRES MOISTURE VALUE 1,2,3,4 OR 5
(ONE HOUR FUEL MOISTURE, 10 - HOUR F. M., 100 - HOUR F. M.
LIVE HERBACEOUS F. M. OR LIVE WOODY F. M.) THEN READ IT
DO 18 1=1,5
IF(PMOD(MODL,I) .GT. 0) MOI(I) = .TRUE.
CONTINUE

C.. ......READ 1-H FUEL MOISTURE IF REQUIRED
IF (MOI(D)THEN
FM(1) = FMB(V)
END IF
C ........

READ 10-H FUEL MOISTURE IF REQUIRED
IF(MOI(2))THEN
FM(2) = FMB(V)+l.
END IF

C........

READ 100-H FUEL MOISTURE IF REQUIRED
IF(MOI(3)) THEN
FM(3)= FMB(V)+2.
END IF

C........

READ LIVE HERBACEOUS MOISTURE IF REQUIRED
IF (MOI(4)) THEN
FM(4)= FMD
END IF

C.......__ READ LIVE WOODY MOISTURE IF REQUIRED
IF (MOI(5))THEN
FM(5)= FME(V)
END IF
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C........

READ MIDFLAME WINDSPEED
WMID=WMI(V)

C........

READING SLOPE
PSLOP = PSLO(V)

C....... CHECK IF THERE IS WIND FACTOR AND/OR SLOPE FACTOR
IF (PSLOP .GT. 0) THEN
FSLOP = .TRUE.
ELSE
FSLOP = .FALSE.
END IF
IF (WMID .GT. 0) THEN
FWIND = .TRUE.
ELSE
FWIND = .FALSE.
END IF
C....... INPUT FOR WIND AND SPREAD DIRECTION
IF (FWIND .AND. FSLOP)THEN
WDIR =WD(V)
END IF
IF (.NOT. FWIND .AND. .NOT. FSLOP)THEN
SMAX = .FALSE.
YESMAX = .TRUE.
END IF
C...... FOR THE DIRECTION OF MAXIMUM SPREAD
YESMAX = .TRUE.
IF (FWIND .AND. FSLOP .AND. WDIR .GT. 0) THEN
SMAX = .TRUE.
ELSE
SMAX = .FALSE.
END IF
C...... CALL SUBROUTINES THAT DO THE CALCULATIONS
1=1
J=1
XR1=100000.
XR2=0.
XW1=100000.
XW2=0.
CALL SETUP
CALL SPREAD
XDIR=0.
C..... IF CROSS-SLOPE WIND
IF (WDIR.GT.O. .AND. WMID.GT.O.
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1

.AND. PSLOP .GT.0. .AND. XRATE.GT.0.)CALL VECTOR
ZROS = XRATE/1.1
ZEW = EWIND/88.
ZFLI = XBYRAM

non

... IF CALCULATIONS FOR OTHER THAN DIRECTION OF MAXIMUM
CALL FLANK AVAILABLE IN THE BEHAVE SYSTEM, NOT AVAILABLE
IN THIS VERSION OF FIREMAP
R=XRATE

C....... CALL SUBROUTINE THAT SAVES THE RESULTS
300

CALL SAVMAP(U,V)

500 CONTINUE
501 CONTINUE
C... WRITE RESULTS TO THE OUTPUT FILES
CALL WRITE
900 RETURN
END
C ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SUBROUTINE READMP(S,Z,U)
C ////PROGRAMMED BY MARIA VASCONCELOS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 1988
C
C
CALLED FROM RUNMP
C.... THIS SUBROUTINE IS THE INPUT SUBROUTINE TO READ
C
MAPED DATA FROM THE GIVEN INPUT FILES
C
ARGUMENTS:
C
- S - FILE UNIT NUMBER
C
- Z - REAL ARRAY, CONVERTED FROM X FOR THE
C
CALCULATIONS
C
- U - POSITION IN THE INPUT LINE
C
LOCAL VARIABLES
C
- X - INTEGER ARRAY THATSTORES INPUT
COMMON/READIN/ROW, COL, SCALE
INTEGER ROW, COL, SCALE
COMMON/READCHR/FMAT(6)
CHARACTER*10 FMAT
INTEGER S,X(76),U
REAL Z(76)
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£ ... IF FIRST TIME THROUGH READ THE FORMAT OF INPUT
IF(U .EQ. 1) THEN
READ(S,*)ROW, COL
END IF
READ(S,*)(X(J),J=l,COL)
C.... CONVERT TO REAL
DO 20 J=l,COL
Z(J) =X(J)
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

o o o

SUBROUTINE SETUP
C
C//////PROGRAMMED BY PAT ANDREWS, NFFL, 1983
CALLED FROM RUNMP
__ ASSIGN VARIABLES REQUIRED BY SUBROUTINE SPREAD
COMMON/BRNCOM/ PMOD(15,15),MODL, WDIR, SDIR, XDIR, WMID,
1 PSLOP, FM(5),MOI(5), SMAX,YESMAX,CHANGE
LOGICAL MOI, SMAX, YESMAX, CHANGE
COMMON/BRCHR/ KEY, S,KWORD
CHARACTER KEY*4, S(7,7), KWORD(5)*4
COMMON/INOUT/ LU5,LU6

o o

COMMON /SPCOM/ XLOAD,SIG,STOT,SEFF,HEAT,XMOIS,DENS,XMEXT(2),DEPTH,
- SLOPE,WIND,NCLAS(2),
- XMF(2),SE(2),SI(2),HI(2),WNI(2),ETAM(2),ETAS(2),SIGMA,RHOB,BETA,
- BETAOP,GAMMAX,GAMMA,XIR,RBQIG,XI,PHIS,PHIW,RATE,LWIND,BYRAM,
- FLAME,FLUX,WLIM,C,E,B,XRATE,XBYRAM,XFLAME,HPUA,RATE0,EWIND,R
DIMENSION XLOAD(2,3),SIG(2,3),STOT(2,3),SEFF(2,3),HEAT(2,3),
- XMOIS(2,3),DENS(2,3)
__ FUEL MODEL PARAMETERS
XLOAD(1,1) = PMOD(MODL,l)
XLOAD(1,2) = PMOD(MODL,2)
XLOAD(1,3) = PMOD(MODL,3)
XLOAD(2,1) = PMOD(MODL,4)
XLOAD(2,2) = PMOD(MODL,5)
SIG(1,1) = PMOD(MODL,6)
SIG(2,1) = PMOD(MODL,7)
SIG(2,2) = PMOD(MODL,8)
HEAT(1,1) = PMOD(MODL,10)
HEAT(1,2) = PMOD(MODL,10)
HEAT(1,3) = PMOD(MODL,10)
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on

noon

on

HEAT(2,1) = PM0D(M0DL,10)
HEAT(2,2) = PMOD(MODL,10)
DEPTH = PM0D(M0DL,9)
XMEXT(l) = PM0D(M0DL,11)
.... TRANSFER LOAD FOR DYNAMIC MODELS
IF (PM0D(M,12).EQ.l) THEN
FCC=-.0111*FM(4)+1.33
IF (FCC.GT.l.) FCC=1.
IF (FCC.LT.O.) FCC=0.
OVER = XLOAD(2,1)*FCC
XLOAD(1,1) = XLOAD(1,1)+OVER
XLOAD(2,1) = XLOAD(2,1)-OVER >
ENDIF
__ ENVIRONMENTAL INPUT
__ CHANGE WINDSPEED FROM MPH TO FT/MIN
WIND = WMID*88.
.... CHANGE SLOPE FROM PERCENT TO TANGENT
SLOPE = PSLOP*.01
CHANGE MOISTURE FROM PERCENT TO FRACTION
XMOIS(1,1) = FM(1)*.01
XMOISd, 2) = FM(2)*.01
XMOIS(1,3) = FM(3)ft.01
XMOIS(2,1) = FM(4)*.01
XMOIS(2,2) = FM(5)*.01 .

C
RETURN
END
C////////////////////////////////////////////////////Z///////////////
SUBROUTINE SPREAD
C
C////PROGRAMMED BY PAT ANDREWS, NFFL, 1983
C
C
CALLED FROM RUNMP
C __ EQUATIONS FOR SPREAD AND INTENSITY CALCULATIONS
C
C .... THIS SUBROUTINE CONTAINS THE FIRE SPREAD EQUATIONS AS PUBLISHED
C
IN *A MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR PREDICTING FIRE SPREAD IN WILDLAND
C
FUELS* BY RICHARD C. ROTHERMEL (INT-115, 1972) WITH THE
C
MODIFICATIONS AS PUBLISHED IN *COMPUTER-BASED MODELS OF WILDLAND
C
FIRE BEHAVIOR- A USERS MANUAL* BY FRANK A. ALBINI (1976)
C
(PP.14-17). IN ADDITION, BYRAMS FIRELINE INTENSITY, FLAME
C
LENGTH, AND HEAT PER UNIT AREA ARE CALCULATED.
C
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COMMON /SPCOM/ XLOAD,SIG,STOT,SEFF,HEAT,XMOIS,DENS,XMEXT(2),DEPTH,
- SLOPE,WIND,NCLAS(2),
- XMF(2),SE(2),SI(2),HI(2),WNI(2),ETAM(2),ETAS(2),SIGMA,RHOB,BETA,
- BETAOP,GAMMAX,GAMMA,XIR,RBQIG,XI,PHIS,PHIW,RATE,LWIND,BYRAM
- FLAME,FLUX,WLIM,C,E,B,XRATE,XBYRAM,XFLAME,HPUA,RATED,EWIND,
DIMENSION XLOAD(2,3),SIG(2,3),STOT(2,3),SEFF(2,3),HEAT(2,3),
- XMOIS(2,3),DENS(2,3)

o o o o o o

DIMENSION A(2,3),F(2,3),G(2,3),WN(2,3),AI(2),FI(2),RIR(2),
- QIG(2,3)
** SPECIFIC FIX FOR BEHAVE SINCE FOR ALL FUEL MODELS
NCLAS(1)=3 AND NCLAS(2)=2, ASSIGNED IN BLOCK DATA
FOR GENERAL USE OF THIS SUBROUTINE DELETE USE OF VARIABLE XL.
XL = XLOAD(2,1)+XLOAD(2,2)

INITIALIZATIONS
FINED=0.
WMFD=0.
FINEL=0.
SUM1=0.
SUM2=0.
SUM3=0.
SIGMA=0.
DO 10 1=1,2
AI(I)=0.
XMF(I)=0.
SE(I)=0.
SI(I)=0.
HI(I)=0.
WNI(I)=0.
RIR(I)=0.
NJ=NCLAS(I)
DO 10 J=1,NJ
G(I,J)=0.
)
" 10 CONTINUE

ooo

__

.... FIND THE WEIGHTING FACTORS F(I,J) AND G(I,J)

DO 50 1=1,2
NJ=NCLAS(I)
C
IF THERE ARE NO LIVE FUELS
IF (I.EQ.2 .AND. NJ.EQ.0) GO TO 50
IF (I.EQ.2 .AND. XL.LT..001) GO TO 50
DO 20 J=1,NJ
A(I,J) = XLOAD(I,J)*SIG(I,JJ/DENS(I,J)
AI(I) = AI(I) + A(I,J)
20 CONTINUE
DO 30 J=1,NJ
F(I,J) = A(I,J)/AI(I)
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30 CONTINUE
.. FIND 6(1,0) FOR EACH SUBCLASS IN THIS CATEGORY
G1=0.
G2=0.
G3=0.
G4=0.
G5=0.
DO 35 J=1,NJ
S = SIG(I,J)
IF (S.GE.1200.) G1=G1+F(I,J)
IF (S.LT.1200. .AND. S.GE.192.) G2=G2+F(I,J)
IF (S.LT.192. .AND. S.GE.96.) G3=G3+F(I,J)
IF (S.LT.96..AND. S.GE.48.) G4=G4+F(I,J)
IF (S.LT.48..AND. S.GE.16.) G5=G5+F(I,J)
35 CONTINUE
C
.. ASSIGN G(I,J) TO EACH FUEL DEPENDING ON WHICH SUBCLASS IT IS IN
DO 40 J=1,NJ
S = SIG(I>J)
IF (S.GE.1200.) G(I,J)=G1
IF (S.LT.1200. .AND. S.GE.192.) G(I,J)=G2
IF (S.LT.192. .AND. S.GE.96.) G(I,J)=G3
IF (S.LT.96..AND. S.GE.48.) G(I,J)=G4
IF (S.LT.48..AND. S.GE.16.) G(I,J)=G5
IF (S.LT.16.) G(I,J)=0.
40 CONTINUE
50 CONTINUE
FI(1) = AI(1)/(AI(1)+AI(2))
FI(2) = 1. - FI(1)
C
C __ FIND THE MOISTURE OF EXTINCTION OF LIVE FUELS ACCORDING TO ALBINI
C
MODIFICATION NUMBER 5.
C
C
..IF THERE ARE NO LIVE FUELS
IF (NCLAS(2).EQ.O) GO TO 80
IF (XL.EQ.O.) GO TO 80
C
..DEAD FUELS
NJ = NCLAS(l)
DO 60 J=1,NJ
WTFACT = XLOAD(l,J)*EXP(-138./SIG(l,J))
FINED = FINED f WTFACT
WMFD = WMFD + WTFACTftXMOIS(1,J)
60 CONTINUE
FDMOIS = WMFD/FINED
C
..LIVE FUELS
NJ = NCLAS(2)
DO 70 J=1,NJ
FINEL = FINEL + XLOAD(2,J)*EXP(-500./SIG(2,J))
70 CONTINUE
W = FINED/FINEL
XMEXT(2) = 2.9*W*(1.-FDMOIS/XMEXT(1))-0.226
C
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IF (XMEXT(2).LT.XMEXT(l)) XMEXT(2)=XMEXT(1)
80 CONTINUE
__ INTERMEDIATE COMPUTATIONS
DO 100 1=1,2
NJ = NCLAS (I)'
..IF THERE ARE NO LIVE FUELS
IF (I.EQ.2 .AND. NJ.EQ.O) GO TO 100
IF (I.EQ.2 .AND. XL.LT..001) GO TO 100
DO 85 J=1,NJ
WN(I,J) = XLOAD(I,J) * (1.-STOT(I,J))
QIG(I,J) = 250. + 1116.*XMOIS(I,J)
HI(I) = HI(I) + F(I,J)*HEAT(I,J)
SE(I) = SE(I) + F(I,J)*SEFF(I,J)
XMF(I) = XMF(I) + F(I,J)*XMOIS(I,J)
SI(D = SKI) + F( I,J)*SIG( I,J)
SUM1 = SUM1 + XLOAD(I,J)
SUM2 = SUM2 t XLOAD(I,J)/DENS(I,J)
SUMS = SUMS + FI(I)*F(I,J)*QIG(I,J)*EXP(-138./SIG(I,J))
85 CONTINUE
DO 90 J=1,NJ
W N K D = WNI(I) + G(I,J)*WN(I,J)
90 CONTINUE
RM = XMF(I)/XMEXT(I)
ETAM(I) = 1. - 2.59*RM + 5.11*RM**2 - 3.52*RM**3
..IF THE FUEL MOISTURE IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO THE MOISTURE OF
EXTINCTION, THE FUEL IN THIS CATEGORY (DEAD OR LIVE) WONT BURN.
THE MOISTURE DAMPING COEFFICIENT IS ZERO.
IF (XMF(I).GE.XMEXT(I)) ETAM(I)=0.
ETAS(I) = 0.174/(SE(I)**0.19)
IF (ETAS(I).GT.l.) ETAS(I)=1.
SIGMA = SIGMA + FI(I)*SI(I)
RIR(I) = WNI(I)*HI(I)*ETAS(I)*ETAM(1)
100 CONTINUE
.... FINAL COMPUTATIONS
RHOB = SUM1/DEPTH
BETA = SUM2/DEPTH
BETAOP = 3.348/(SIGMA**0.8189)
RAT = BETA/BETAOP
AA = 133./(SIGMA»*0.7913)
GAMMAX = (SIGMA**1.5)/(495.+0.0594*SIGMA**1.5)
GAMMA = GAMMAX*(RAT* *AA)*EXP(AA*(1.-RAT))
XIR = GAMMA*(RIR(1)+RIR(2))
RBQIG = RHOB*SUM3
XI = EXP((.792+.681*SIGMA**.5)*(BETA+.1))/(192.+.2595*SIGMA)
FLUX = XI*XIR
PHIS = 5.275*BETA**(-.3)*SLOPE**2
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C = 7.47*EXP(-.133*SIGMA»*.55)
B = .02526*SIGMA4*.54
E = .715*EXP(-.000359*SIGMA)
PHIW = C*WIND*»B*RAT**(-E)
RATED = XIR*XI/RBQIG
RATE = RATED#(l.+PHIW+PHIS)
BYRAM = 384.*XIR#RATE/(60.#SIGMA)
FLAME = .45#BYRAM*#.46
HPUA = XIR*384./SIGMA
C
XPHIW = PHIW
XRATE = RATE
XBYRAM = BYRAM
XFLAME = FLAME
C
PHIEW = PHIW+PHIS
EWIND = (PHIEW*(BETA/BETAOP)*#E /C)**(l./B)
WLIM = .9*XIR
IF (EWIND.LE.WLIM) THEN
LWIND = 0
ELSE
LWIND =1
EWIND = WLIM
PHIEW = C*WLIM**B*RAT**(-E)
XRATE = XIR#XI*(1.+PHIEW)/RBQIG
XBYRAM = 384.*XIR*XRATE/(60.*SIGMA)
XFLAME = .45*XBYRAM*#.46
ENDIF
C
RETURN
END
V ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

o o o o

SUBROUTINE VECTOR
C
C////PROGRAMMED BY PAT ANDREWS, NFFL, 1983
CALLED FROM RUNMP
__ FIND THE DIRECTION OF MAXIMUM SPREAD

o o

COMMON/BRNCOM/ PMOD(15,15), MODL, WDIR,SDIR, XDIR, WMID, PSLOP,
1 FM(5), MOI(5), SMAX,YESMAX, CHANGE
LOGICAL HOI, SMAX, YESMAX, CHANGE
COMMON/BRCHR/ KEY, S,KWORD
CHARACTER KEY*4, S(7,7),KWORD(5)*4
COMMON/INOUT/ LU5,LU6
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COMMON /SPCOM/ XLOAD,SIG,STOT,SEFF,HEAT,XMOIS,DENS,XMEXT(2),DEPTH,
- SLOPE,WIND,NCLAS(2)f
- XMF(2),SE(2),SI(2),HI(2),WNI(2),ETAM(2),ETAS(2),SIGMA,RHOB,BETA,
- BETAOP,GAMMAX,GAMMA,XIR,RBQIG,XI,PHIS,PHIW,RATE,LWIND,BYRAM,
- FLAME,FLUX,WLIM,C,E,B,XRATE,XBYRAM,XFLAME,HPUA,RATED,EWIND,R
DIMENSION XLOAD(2,3),SIG(2,3),STOT(2,3),SEFF(2,3),HEAT(2,3),
- XMOIS(2,3),DENS(2,3)
C
DATA PI/3.14159/
C
OM=WDIR*PI/180.
SV=RATEO*PHIS
WV=RATEO»PHIW
X=SV+WV*COS(OM)
Y=WV*SIN(OM)
RV=SQRT(X*X+Y*Y)
AL=ASIN(ABS(Y)/RV)
IF (X.GE.O. .AND. Y.GE.O.) A=AL
IF (X.LT.O. .AND. Y.GE.O.) A=PI-AL
IF (X.LT.O. .AND. Y.LT.O.) A=PI+AL
IF (X.GE.O. .AND. Y.LT.O.) A=2.*PI-AL
XDIR=A*180./PI
XRATE=RV+RATEO
PHIEW=XRATE/RATE0-1.
EWIND = (PHIEW*(BETA/BETAOP)**E /C)**(l./B)
IF (EWIND.LE.WLIM) THEN
LWIND=0
ELSE
LWIND=1
EWIND=WLIM
PHIEW=C*WLIM**B*(BETA/BETAOP)*S(-E)
XRATE=XIRSXI*(1.+PHIEW)/RBQIG
ENDIF
XBYRAM=384.*XIR*XRATE/(60.*SIGMA)
XFLAME=.45*XBYRAM»*.46
C
RETURN
END
C////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SUBROUTINE SAVMAP(U,V)
C///////PROGRAMMED BY MARIA VASCONCELOS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 1988
C
C
CALLED FROM RUNMP
C .... SAVE RESULTS FROM DIRECT
C
- T - INTEGER THREE DIMENTIONAL ARRAY THAT STORES ALL THE
c
OUTPUT VALUES FOR EVERY CELL IN THE DATA BASE
c
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COMMON/BRNCOM/ PMOD(15,15),MODL, WDIR,SDIR,XDIR,WtID,PSLOP,FM(5),
1 MOHS), SMAX,YESMAX, CHANGE
LOGICAL MOI, SMAX, YESMAX,CHANGE
COMMON/BRCHR/ KEY, S, KWORD
CHARACTER KEY*4, S(7,7),KWORD(5)*4
C
COMMON/INOUT/ LU5,LU6
COMMON/SAVEMP/T
INTEGER T(76,76,10)
COMMON /SPCOM/ XLOAD,SIG,STOT,SERF,HEAT,XMOIS,DENS,XMEXT(2),DEPTH,
- SLOPE,WIND,NCLAS(2),
- XMF(2),SE(2),SI(2),HI(2),WNI(2),ETAM(2),ETAS(2),SIGMA,RHOB,BETA,
- BETAOP,GAMMAX,GAMMA,XIR,RBQIG,XI,PHIS,PHIW,RATE,LWIND,BYRAM,
- FLAME,FLUX,WLIM,C,E,B,XRATE,XBYRAM,XFLAME,HPUA,RATEO,EWIND,R
DIMENSION XLOAD(2,3),SIG(2,3),STOT(2,3),SEFF(2,3),HEAT(2,3),
- XMOIS(2,3),DENS(2,3)
INTEGER U,V
C .....IF FUEL MODEL = 0
IF(MODL .EQ. 0)THEN
DO 20 J = 1,10
T(U,V,J)=0
20 CONTINUE
GO TO 900
END IF
C ..
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C. ..

SAVE VALUES IN THE DIRECTION OF MAXIMUM SPREAD
NECESSARY WHEN SOUBROUTINE FLANK FROM BEHAVE IS INCLUDED
IF (YESMAX) THEN
YR=R
YW=EWIND/88.
YF=XBYRAM
ELSE
YR=ZROS
YW=ZEW
YF=ZFLI
ENDIF

C __ SAVE RESULTS IN T(U,V,W)
R = XRATE
EWIND=EWIND/88.
C... FUEL MODEL
T(U> V,1)= MODL
C __ RATE OF SPREAD
T(U,V,2) =ANINT(R)
C ....HEAT PER UNIT AREA
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T(U, V, 3) =MINT(HPUA)
C __ FIRELINE INTENSITY
T(U,V,4) =ANINT(XBYRAM)
C:__ FLAME LENGTH
T(U,V,5) =ANINT(XFLAME)
C... RECTION INTENSITY
'
T(U,V,6) =ANINT(XIR)
C... EFFECTIVE WIND SPEEED
T(U,V,7) =ANINT(EWIND)
C... DIR OF MAX SPREAD IF NOT UPSLOPE
IF (SMAX) THEN
T(U,V,9) =ANINT(XDIR)
ELSE
T(U,V,9) = 0.
ENDIF

o o o o

900 RETURN
END
C ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
SUBROUTINE WRITE •
/////////PROGRAMMED BY MARIA VASCONCELOS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 1988
CALLED FROM RUNMP
.... THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE THAT WRITES THE OUTPUT FILES
COMMON/SAVEMP/T
INTEGER T(76,76,10)
COMMON/READIN/ROW, COL, SCALE
INTEGER ROW, COL, SCALE
COMMON/READCHR/FMAT
CHARACTER*10 FMAT
C ____ LOCAL VARIABLES
INTEGER U,V
CHARACTER FMT*14, FOMAT*9, ANS*1
C __ INPUT FORMAT FOR THE OUTPUT FILES
5 WRITE!LU6,7000)
7000 FORMAT(/'PLEASE ENTER FORMAT FOR THE OUTPUT FILES',
/' (([NUMBER OF COLUMNS 115).
EX: (7615)')
READ(LU5,7005)FMAT
7005 FORMAT(A8)
C .....VERIFY IF THE FORMAT IS CORRECT
WRITE(LU6,7010)FMAT
7010 FORMAT(//'IS THIS THE CORRECT FORMAT? ',A8,' (Y-N): ')
READ(LU5,7011)ANS
IF (MS .EQ. 'Y')THEN

GO TO 10
ELSE
GO TO 5
END IF
7011 FORMAT(Al)
C ....FORMAT TO BE WRITTEN TO THE *.IN FILES
10 FOMAT =FMAT(2:8)
FMT = '(15/,'//FOMAT
oo

... WRITTING *.IN FILES WITH THE FORMAT STORED IN FMT
... SPREAD FILE
WRITE(20,8000)
8000 FORMAT('GRID FOR SPREAD')
WRITE(20,8010)FMT
8010 FORMAT(Al2)
DO 20 U = l,ROW
,
WRITE(20,8015)U
8015
FORMAT(15)
WRITE(20,8016)(T(U,V,2),V=l,COL)

C......THIS FORMAT SHOULD BE FLEXIBLE: Number of columns 15
8016
FORMAT(7615)
20 CONTINUE
WRITE(20,8050)
WRITE(20,8055)
CLOSE(20,STATUS='KEEP')
C___ FLI FILE
WRITE(21,8020)
8020 FORMAT('GRID FOR FLI')
WRITE(21,8010)FMT
DO 30 U=l,ROW
WRITE(21,8015)U
WRITE(21,8016)(T(U,V,4),V=l,COL)
30 CONTINUE
WRITE(21,8050)
WRITE(21,8055)
CLOSE(21,STATUS ='KEEP')
C... HEAT/ARE FILE
WRITE(22,8025)
8025 FORMAT('GRID FOR HEATAREA')
WRITE(22,8010)FMT
DO 40 U=l,ROW
WRITE(22,8015)U
WRITE(22,8016)(T(U,V,3),V=1,COL)
40 CONTINUE
WRXTE(22,8050)
WRITB(22,8055)

CLOSE(22,STATUS='KEEP')
C__ FLAME FILE
WRITE(23,8030)
8030 FORMAT('GRID FOR FLAME')
WRITE(23,8010)FMT
DO 50 U=l,ROW
WRITE(23,8015)U
WRITE(23,8016)(T(U,V,5),V=l,COL)
50 CONTINUE
WRITE(23,8050)
WRITE(23,8055)
CLOSE(23,STATUS='KEEP')
C__ REACT INT FILE
WRITE(24,8035)
8035 FORMAT('GRID FOR REACTINT')
WRITE(24,8010)FMT
DO 60 U=l,ROW
WRITE(24,8015)U
WRITE(24,8016)(T(U,V,6),V=l,COL)
60 CONTINUE
WRITE(24,8050)
WRITE(24,8055)
CLOSE(24,STATUS='KEEP')
C__ EWSPD FILE
WRITE(26,8040)
8040 FORMAT('GRID FOR EWSPD')
WRITE(26,8010)FMT
DO 70 U=l,ROW
WRITE(26,8015)U
WRITE(26,8016)(T(U,V,7), V=l,COL)
70 CONTINUE
WRITE(26,8050)
WRITE(26,8055)
CLOSE(26,STATUS='KEEP')
C__ DIRMAX FILE
WRITE(25,8045)
8045 FORMAT('GRID FOR DIRMAX')
WRITE(25,8010)FMT
DO 80 U=l,ROW
WRITE(25,8015)U
WRITE(25,8016)(T(U,V,9),V=1,COL)
80 CONTINUE
WRITE(25,8050)
8050 FORMAT('-!'///)
WRITE(25,8055)
8055 FORMAT('READ'/)

90

CLOSE(25,STATUS='KEEP')
900 RETURN
END
C ///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

SUBROUTINE LISTMP
C ///PROGRAMMED BY MARIA VASCONCELOS, UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, 1988
C
C
CALLED FROM DIREMP
C... THIS IS THE SUBROUTINE THAT LISTS THE NAMES OF THE INPUT
C
OVERLAYS
COMMON/MPCHR/FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA,X
CHARACTER*12 FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA,X
WRITE(LU6,8000)FMODL,HMO,LWM,MDF,SLP,WINDA
FORMAT(/' LIST OF INPUT OVERLAYS '
1)
1
//' (1
) Fuel Models Overlay: ',A12,
3
/' (2) 10H-M Overlay: ',A12,
6
/' (3) Live Woody Moisture Overlay: 1,A12,
7
/' (4) Midflame Windspeed Overlay: 1,A12,
8
/' (5) Slope Overlay: 1,A12,
9
/' (6) Wind Direction Overlay: 1 ,A12)
RETURN
END

APPENDIX 3

Example of a Run With FIREMAP
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********************************************

*
This is the first version of FIREMAP
*
********************************************
THIS PROGRAM USES ROTHERMEL RATE OF SPREAD
MODEL TO CALCULATE FIRE CHARACTERISTICS OF
MAPPED FUELS
INPUT REQUIREMENTS I
-Fuel models overlay
-One hour fuel moistures overlay
-Live woody moistures overlay
-Midflame windspeed overlay
-Slope overlay
-Wind direction overlay
*********** PLEASE USE UPPERCASE ************
Strike any key when ready . . .
DIRECT KEYWORD?
Enter INPUT, LIST, CHANGE, RUN, QUIT: INPUT
(1)

FUEL MODELS OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: FUELS■GRP

(2) 1-H FUEL MOISTURE OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: MOIST.GRP
(3) LIVE WOODY MOISTURE OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: LWM.GRD
(4) MIDFLAME WINDSPEED OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: MOWS.GRP
(5) PERCENT SLOPE OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: SLOPE.GRP
(6) DIRECTION OF WIND VECTOR OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: W.GRD
INPUT TERMINATED.
DIRECT KEYWORD?
Enter INPUT, LIST, CHANGE, RUN, QUIT: CHANGE
CHANGE WHICH OVERLAY? 1-6:

2

(2) 1-H FUEL MOISTURE OVERLAY? NAME OR QUIT: MOIST2.GRP
LINE 2 WAS CHANGED

LINE 2 WAS CHANGED
INPUT NOW BEING READ FROM MOIST2«GRD
DOYOU WANT TO CHANGE ANOTHER LINE? N
INPUT TERMINATED

DIRECT KEYWORD?
Enter INPUT, LIST, CHANGE, RUN, QUIT: RUN
Working . . .
PLEASE ENTER FORMAT FOR THE OUTPUT FILES
(NUMBER OF COLUMNS 15)
EX:(7615)
(7615 ^

IS THIS THE CORRECT FORMAT? (7615)

(Y-N): Y

DIRECT KEYWORD?
Enter INPUT, LIST, CHANGE, RUN, QUIT: QUIT
FIREMAP TERMINATED, BACK TO DOS.
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